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Chapter 1

Introduction
Physicists aim to formulate the behavior of nature on the basis of known forces.
The inverse problem is to conclude what these forces are on the basis of the ob
served motion. A significant part of our sensory contact with the world depends
on the characteristics of such an inverse problem. We infer our surroundings by
the scattering and absorption of light as detected by our eyes. Hence, the world
as we observe it strongly depends on the characteristics of inverse problems.
One of the earliest investigators of inverse problems was Lord Rayleigh, who
briefly discussed the possibility of inferring the density distribution of vibrating
strings from its eigenfrequencies [1]. This problem was solved seventy years later
by Borg [2]. The modern analogue and generalization of this inverse spectral
problem was given in the famous lecture of M. Kac, entitled "Can one hear the
shape of a drum" [3]. The development of quantum physics has lead to the
formulation of the inverse scattering problem of the Schrodinger equation (see
[4] and the references therein). Later, the inverse scattering problem was suc
cessfully applied to the acoustic wave equation [5], which made the Marchenko
equation potentially interesting for geophysicists.
In the last decades enormous progress has been made in the development
of inverse problems. However, most of these developments are related to either
sophisticated mathematical formulations of nonlinear inverse problems, or to
the practical implementation of (large scale) linear inverse problems. There
are several reasons for this disjunct development, but the most important is
that inverse problems are usually nonlinear, which are hard to apply under
experimental circumstances because they suffer from instabilities and require
more data than can be collected.
The inverse scattering problem of the Schrodinger equation is the archetypal
example of a nonlinear inverse problem. With this we mean that the relation be
tween the observed motion (hereafter to be called data) and the forces that have
to be determined (hereafter to be called model parameters) is nonlinear. Nonlin
ear inverse problems have the property that they are sensitive to small errors in
9
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the data. Under experimental circumstances the data are always contaminated
with small errors. To overcome the problems of numerical instabilities, nonlin
ear inverse problems are often simplified to the much better solvable linearized
inverse problems. By doing so an enormous simplification, at the expense of
introducing a linearization error in the applied physical theory is made. Yet,
linearized inversion methods are powerful and widely applied in many fields of
SCIence.
The advantage of applying linearized inversion methods is that the relation
between the data and the model parameters is linear. This implies that the error
in the model parameters, due to the data-errors, is proportional to the noise
level in the data. It is shown by Bertero [6] for linearized inverse problems, that
numerical instability is a result of ill-posedness. The concept of ill-posedness
was introduced by Hadamard [7] in the field of differential equations. Ill-posed
inverse problems do not fulfill conditions of existence, uniqueness and continuity
that are required to satisfy well-posedness. In ref. [6], it is shown explicitly
for linear inverse problems that the lack of uniqueness can lead to numerical
instabilities. Due to the fact that a realistic data set is always finite, in a
realistic situation, a linearized inverse problem can be expected to be ill-posed
and it suffers therefore from numerical instabilities.
To overcome problems of numerical instabilities linearized inverse problems
can be generalized to their well-posed extensions. In practice there are roughly
two ways of achieving this, but both methods require a-priori information of
the model. In the first method the a-priori information is present in the form
of additional regularization terms [8], or as Bayesian statistics on the model
space [9, 10]. In the second method the inversion is carried in a sub-space
spanned by a limited number of basis functions [11, 12]. In practice both these
methods consist of removing "small" eigenvalues from the matrix that has to be
inverted. The regularization of nonlinear inverse problems is still problematic
and can only be carried out for weakly non-linear inverse problems.
In order to apply nonlinear inversion methods to realistic data sets, effective
regularization methods for nonlinear inverse problems have to be developed. It
is remarkable that although significant progress has been made in the mathe
matical developments of truly nonlinear inverse problems, only regularization
methods for weakly nonlinear inversion methods exist [13]. This makes that the
application of truly nonlinear inversion methods in experimental research is still
problematic. If nonlinear inversion methods are applied to real data, images
of model functions can be obtained. It is however the question whether these
model images are correct. Moreover, because of stability problems the question
arises whether the images obtained from nonlinear inversions are really better
than images obtained from a linearized inversion. In this thesis two aspects of
the stability matter of inverse problems are investigated. The first aspect deals
with the problem that using data sets contaminated with little noise can lead
to large discrepancies in the reconstructed model. The second aspect deals with
the nonlinear propagation of errors.
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In order to get a feeling for the stability of inverse problems in Chapter 2 the
stability of the Marchenko equation is investigated. The Marchenko equation
describes the inverse problem of the Schrodinger equation. It formulates how
a quantum mechanical potential function can be reconstructed from scattering
data. It appeared that solutions of the Marchenko equation are sensitive to small
errors in the data [14]. In Chapter 2 this behavior is investigated analytically and
numerically. It is concluded that the Marchenko equation is sensitive to small
errors in the low energy part of the spectrum of the Schrodinger equation. The
physical reason behind this behavior is that in the case of low-energy scattering
an insufficient amount of energy is penetrating deep enough into the potential
barrier to provide a sufficient sampling of the deeper parts of the potential
barrier.
In Chapter 3 the concept of stability is extended to more general inverse
problems. In that chapter the direct problem is a general mapping from the
model space onto the data space. A definition of stability of the inverse problem
is formulated without having an explicit representation of the inverse mapping
from the data space on the model space. The structure of the data space and the
model space is entirely different, and it is therefore not legitimate to compare
distances that are measured in the data space and the model space directly. In
order to overcome this problem, in both the data space and the model space, the
distance between two elements is scaled by the largest norm of the two individual
elements. If it is furthermore assumed that both the elements of the model space
and the data space depend on a finite number of equal properties (parameters),
then we can take into account the effect of small perturbations of the parameters
in the relative change in distance between elements of the model space and the
data space. This results in a new definition of the stability of inverse problems.
Furthermore, a second linearized definition for the stability of inverse problems
is given which appears to be powerful in practical situations. The definition
for the stability of inverse problems is applied to the Marchenko equation and
to transfer-matrix methods. For the Marchenko equation it is shown explicitly
that well-posedness in of the inverse problem in strict mathematical sense is no
guarantee for the numerical stability. From this, the important conclusion can
be drawn that in addition to lack of existence, uniqueness, and continuity [6],
also the non-linearity can lead to numerical instability of inverse problems.
In Chapter 4 results that are obtained in the previous two chapters are
applied to differential equations that can be solved using an Inverse Scattering
Transformation (I.S.T.). As an example the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation
is chosen, but the I.S.T. can be applied to many other classes of differential
equations. In the literature, the I.S.T. is usually applied using the discrete part
of the spectrum of the Schrodinger equation. In contrast to this, in Chapter 4
solutions of the KdV-equation are generated using the continuous part of the
spectrum of the Schrodinger equation. This leads to new solutions of the KdV
equation which can be singular. Furthermore, it is shown that a general solution
of the KdV-equation can be decomposed in an infinite series of non-dispersive
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basis functions. Their total sum however, reflects dispersive behavior. The last
new result obtained in Chapter 4 is that the time-evolution of solutions of the
KdV-equation which are associated with the continuous part of the spectrum,
can be sensitive to small errors in the initial condition. It is expected that this
behavior takes place if the initial condition has a large amplitude.
An experimentalist often has the choice in using a linearized inversion method
or using a nonlinear inversion method. If a linearized inversion method is used,
an error is made due to the incorrect theory that is applied. If the data are con
taminated with a statistical error having a Gaussian density function, in case
of a linearized inversion method, the density function of the estimated model
parameter is also Gaussian. If a nonlinear inversion method is used, the imple
mented theory is better from physical point of view, but due to the non-linear
propagation of errors a bias in the estimated model estimator is obtained [15].
ln Chapter 5 this behavior is firstly investigated in the case of one single model
parameter and one single data parameter. It is observed that the ratio of the
linearization error and the bias depends completely on the signal-to-noise ratio.
It is furthermore observed that including more data reduces the variance and
the bias but not the linearization error.
In Chapter 6 the results of Chapter 5 are applied to nonlinear delay-time to
mography. In this case a large number of model parameters and a large number
of data parameters are present. It appeared that the ratio of the linearization
error and the bias still depends on the signal to noise ratio. If the signal to
noise ratio is larger than unity a nonlinear tomographic inversion leads to the
best estimation of the model parameters. It is shown that if the signal to noise
ratio is smaller than unity a linearized inversion method leads to the best esti
mation of the model parameters because in this case the statistical bias due to
the nonlinear propagation of errors is larger than the linearization error.

Chapter 2

The stability of
one-dimensional inverse
scattering
2.1

Introduction

Inverse scattering problems, originally introduced for potential scattering in
quantum mechanics [16], have become a fundamental problem of great interest
in a wide variety of scientific and technological fields. However, in practical
problems the exact inverse scattering algorithms are rarely used. This is due to
the fact that these algorithms require an amount of data that cannot usually
be recorded, such as complex reflection coefficients for all wave numbers, and
because of the unstable behavior of the inverse scattering algorithm [14, 17].
However, inverse scattering algorithms can be used to investigate what the re
sult is of errors in recorded data on the reconstructed model. In this work
the following issues are clarified using the special case of the one-dimensional
Schrodinger equation. First, it is shown how the reconstructed potential changes
under small changes in the data. Second, it is made clear when the inverse prob
lem becomes unstable, and the physical reason for this instability is shown. This
is illustrated by three examples.
The inverse problem for the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation can be
solved using the Marchenko equation or the Gel'fand-Levitan equation. The
Marchenko and the Gel'fand-Levitan equations are based upon the Jost solution
and regular solutions of the Schrodinger equation respectively. The Gel'fand
Levitan and Marchenko algorithms are both exact inverse scattering algorithms
but in this work only the stability of the Marchenko equation is analyzed. Bur
ridge [5] showed that the inverse problem of the one-dimensional wave equation
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can also be solved making use of the Marchenko equation. The Marchenko
equation relates a reflection time series, subsequently referred to as the "data
set", to an integral kernel from which the potential can be recovered. The data
set is equal to the Fourier transform of the reflection coefficient in the wavenum
ber domain. Sabatier [18] solved this integral kernel in the Fourier domain for
reflection coefficients that are a rational function of the wave number (rational
reflection coefficients). This method is used for the analysis of the stability of
the inverse problem. Using a perturbation technique, analytical expressions for
the perturbation of the potential due to a perturbation in the data are obtained.
With respect to the stability of inverse problems two aspects are important.
The first aspect is the ill-posedness of the inverse problem which can be due to
several reasons. Following the definition given in [6] the two most important
reasons for ill-posedness are the band-limitation of the recording instrument
which gives rise to an non-unique inverse problem, and the occurrence of noise
which can lead to discontinuities in the mapping from data space to model
space. The second important aspect which causes an unstable inverse problem
is numerical instability due to the ill-conditioning of the matrices involved. In
literature these two aspects are usually treated separately, but in this work we
will show that a link between the numerical stability problem and the analytical
properties of the inverse problem exists.
This chapter has the following structure: In Section 2.2 we consider the
stability of the inverse problem for rational reflection coefficients. This stabil
ity analysis is carried out using a straightforward calculation starting from a
perturbation in the data and ending by quantifying the perturbation of the po
tential. The mathematics involved is fairly straightforward and can be found
in [4]. The features observed in Section 2.2 are illustrated by three examples in
Section 2.3. In Section 2.4 we show that the instability behavior demonstrated
in Section 2.4 for rational reflection coefficients also occurs in potentials with
non-rational reflection coefficients. We conclude with a discussion. Technical
matters are included in two appendices.

2.2

The stability of the inverse problem

For the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation, the forward problem consists of
a mapping from model space, i. e. the space of all potentials V (x) in the Faddeev
class (Appendix A), onto the space of the corresponding reflection coefficients.
The forward problem is represented by the Schrodinger equation:

'ljJ"(k, x) + k2 'ljJ(k, x) = V(x)'ljJ(k, x)

(2.1)

For reasons of simplicity the following restrictions are imposed. First, it is
assumed that x E JR and V(x) : JR+ ---+ JR. Second, only incoming waves from
the left are taken into account. The solutions of the Schrodinger equation (2.1)
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satisfy (appendix A):

x<O
x ..... +00

(2.2)

The third assumption is that the potentials have no bound states so that the
inverse problem has a unique solution [4]. In the following, the data set is
defined by the function A+(t). The relation between the data set A+(t) and the
spectral reflection coefficient R+ (k) of the Schrodinger equation is given by:

(2.3)
The inverse problem for the Schrodinger equation can be solved using the
Marchenko equation:

The kernel K+(x, y) in the Marchenko equation is related to the Jost solution
f+(k, x) by [4]:

K+(x, y)

= (271")-1

1:

dke-ik(Y-X)(F+(k, x) - 1)

(2.5)

The precise definition ofthe Jost solution is given in Appendix A. The potential
is obtained from the integral kernel K+(x, y) by [4]:

(2.6)

In quantum mechanics, the measurement of R+(k) is problematic, because only
the quantity IR+(k)21 is obtained from measurements. This implies that the
phase-information is lost. However, in acoustic or elastic applications the mea
surements can be carried out in the time domain so that A(t) is measured. The
function R+(k) is obtained by a Fourier transform of A(t), see equation (2.3).
In this case the phase-information is retained.
In order to analyze the stability of the inverse problem, we want to solve the
Marchenko equation analytically in such a way that we can perform a pertur
bation theory to find analytical expressions for a perturbed potential. Rational
reflection coefficients form in principle a complete basis-set of .c 2 (1R) , and allow
us on the other hand to use Sabatiers method [18] described in appendix A. They
are therefore a good choice to perform the stability analysis. Using this method
the kernel K+(x, y) is solved for rational reflection coefficients by calculating
F+(k, x) directly from the reflection coefficient R+ (k) in the Fourier domain. If
the data set A+(t) is· perturbed with a function (AI (t) « being a small num
ber), that is also the Fourier transform of a rational reflection coefficient, the

16
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effect ofthis perturbation on the reconstructed potential can be calculated using
first-order perturbation theory. We perform the following perturbation:
(2.7)
Equation (2.7) implies that the reflection coefficient satisfies:
(2.8)
The determinant V +(x) defined by Sabatier [18] plays a crucial role in the
stability of the inverse problem. The precise definition of the determinant V +(x)
is given in appendix A. The kernel K+(x, x) for the unperturbed inverse problem
is is given by:

(2.9)
Following appendix B, a perturbation in R+(k) causes the following perturba
tion in V+(x):
(2.10)
where the number n is equal to the number of poles in R1 (k). According to
equation (A.14) in appendix A, this yields for the perturbed kernel K+(x,x):
K +( x, x )

V+ (x)

+ fV~ (x) + ... + fnv~ (x)
+
+ ... +

(2.11)

-+ ---'-'-"----"--'---------"....:.-.;,.
V+(x) fV 1 (X)
fnvn(X)

Using (2.6), the first powers of the expansion of V(x) are given by:
V(x)

-+

V(x)

d

+ f dx

(Vi

(x)
V+(x) Vl(X))
V+(x) - V+(x) V+(x)

+ O(f

2

)

(2.12)

It is clear that the perturbation of the reconstructed potential is not small when
V+(x) is close to zero.

As shown by Sabatier [18] the determinant V +(x) has the structure:
V+(x) = det {I - A}

(2.13)

where I is the identity matrix. The entries aij of A satisfy the following relation:

I ~i Pj e2ipiX I::; IPi ~i Pj I

laij (x) I = Pi

(2.14)

where R; are the residues of R+(k) corresponding to the pole Pi. V+(x) is
completely determined by the poles and the residues of R+(k). If the factors
IR;/(Pi + Pi)1 ~ 1, the entries on the diagonal of the determinant (2.13) dom
inate. The determinant V+(x) is then numerically close to one. This implies
that the order f2 terms in equation (2.12) are negligible.
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In contrast to this, the errors in the reconstructed potential are large if
V+(x) is close to zero. This can only occur if the factors IRi/(Pi + pj)1 in
equation (2.12) differ significantly from zero. In this case all the entries in the
determinant V + (x) are important. If V + (x) becomes zero, singularities in the
reconstructed potential occur.
In addition to this we want to remark that if the determinant V + (x) becomes
small, at least one of the eigenvalues of the matrix (I - A) becomes very small.
This means that the numerical problem associated with this situation becomes
ill-conditioned. It is clear that under practical conditions this problem can be
solved by removing this eigenvalue from the matrix (I - A). This also implies
that information is removed from the inverse problem. In Section 2.4 we will
see that if we add an error to the data set which contains poles close to the
origin in <e+ that the retrieved potential contains a large error compared to the
unperturbed potential.
The factors IRi / (Pi +Pj ) I are large either if the poles Pi and Pj are positioned
close to the origin in the complex plane or if JRj I is large. The latter case can
be identified with a strong potential. If we write the data set as a function of
poles and residues we find after solving (2.3) making use of contour-integration
in <e+.
A+(t) = i
RieiPit
(2.15)

L

P,E<C+

Equation (2.15) shows that the Fourier-components ofthe time-series A+(t) are
determined by the residues R;, and the pole positions Pi. It is trivial to see
that that if a pole is situated close to the origin, the decay of the corresponding
component in A+(t) is slow, and that the period of this component of A+(t) is
long.
Suppose we have the situation of an incoming particle with energy E that is
scattered from a potential V (x). The local wavenumber of this particle is equal
to:
1
(2.16)
k(x) = h,,!2m{E - Vex)}
If we are outside the potential, the function Vex) vanishes and the local wavenum
ber is given by k = n- 1 .j2mE. If the energy of the incoming particle is small
compared to the potential energy than inside the potential we find:

k(x)

~ ~J-2mV(x) =

ix:(x)

(2.17)

Inside the potential, the solutions of the Schrodinger are exponentially decaying
with a decay constant x:(x). The stronger the potential Vex) is, the faster the
solutions inside the potentials decay. Note that the decay constant has in the
limit E -+ 0 a limited value that is independent of the energy. The penetration of
the wave inside the potential therefore depends also on the value of the potential
energy. From equation (2.15) follows that these long period components of the
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data set A+(t) correspond to poles close to the origin in the upper half-plane.
This means that we can relate poles in Q;+ close to the origin, to the energy
components of the spectrum that do not penetrate sufficiently deep into the
potential barrier to provide significant sampling of the potential [19]. In the
next section we give three examples to illustrate these principles.

2.3

Examples

Sabatier [4, 18] has given a general expression for a S-matrix consisting of ratio
nal reflection and transmission coefficients. The reflection coefficient and trans
mission coefficient satisfy (A.I0)-(A.12). For the special case of three poles we
obtain:
b2
if + k iJ.L - k
(2.18)
R+(k) =
- ir - k iJ.L + k (b - ik)2
b2
iJ.L + k
R_(k)
(2.19)
-iJ.L-k(b-ik)2
k(k + if)
T(k)
(2.20)
(b-ik)2

=

=

=

The poles of R+(k) are given by Pl
if, P2
-iJ.L and PS
-ib. A unitary
S-matrix requires that if Pl and P2 are in the upper half-plane, PS must be in
the lower half-plane [4, 18]. This implies that Irl 2 = 2b 2 .
In case of a reflection coefficient with two poles in the upper half-plane the
time series A(t) can be obtained for t > 0 by solving (2.3) by contour integration
in 0:;+. A(t) is real if Pl = -pi and if R 1 = -Ri:
A(t) = -2e-{jt (csin[at] + dcos[at])

(2.21 )

In equation (2.21) we have used the fact that Pl = a + i{3 (a, {3 > 0), and that
R 1 = C + id. If:
ad - j3c
1= ac + f3d
(2.22)
m = a 2 + {32'
a 2 + {32 '
then V+(x) is given by:
_
.
-2{jx
V+(x) - 1- (l cos[2ax] - msm[2ax]) e

+

(c4(a22++d{32)2 -

2
2
c + d ) -4{jx
~ e

(2.23)
The perturbed potential can be calculated using equation (2.6) and (2.9). It
is given by the solid line in figure 2.1 for a
0.5, {3
0.5, c
0.999 and
d = -0.999.
Due to the unitary nature of the S-matrix, the residues of R+(k) are contin
UOUi5 function in the pole positions [4, 18]. However, the error function Rl(k)
that contaminates the physical reflection coefficient R+ (k) does generally not

=

=

=
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Figure 2.1: The reconstructed potential for 0:' = 0.5, f3 = 0.5, c = 0.999, d =
-0.999 (solid line). The reconstruction in case of a DC error: f = 0.01, 1= 10- 6
is indicated by the blocked line. The reconstruction in case of an amplitude
error: f = -0.01 is given by the dashed line.

have residues that are functions of the poles' positions. In fact, the function
R 1 (k), is often not a physical reflection coefficient, the same applies to the sum
R+ (k) + fR 1 (k). From our point of view, noise in the data is nothing more then
adding new poles and residues to the data, or a modification of the existing
poles and residues. The reflection coefficient that is measured is determined by
a collection of poles and residues, some of which contain physical information
about the potential, and some are due to noise. The structure of"D +(x) allows
us to treat the pole positions and residues independently. By this we mean
that in the investigation of the stability of inverse problem it is not necessary
to consider the residues as a function of the poles position. This enables us to
investigate the circumstances under which errors in pole positions and residues
cause an instability in the inverse problem.
The first error that is examined explicitly is that of a small error in the
DC level of the data. Of course, if the error is a proper DC error, it can be
removed from the data since the reflection coefficient for k = 0 is given by
R+(k
0)
-1 [4]. We choose to examine this type of error because it
is a prototype of a low-frequency error that is slowly decaying in time. The
perturbed time-series is given by:

=

=

A(t)

--+

A(t) ±

fe-At

(2.24)
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We assume that ,\ is a real positive number much smaller then €. The time-series
A(t) is thus contaminated with a slowly exponentially decaying function. In the
limit ,\ -+ 0, this perturbation is a true DC error. Fourier transformation of
equation (2.24) leads to the following perturbation of the reflection coefficient:
(2.25)
Equation (2.25) indicates that the perturbation of the reflection coefficient
R+ (k) has a pole at k = i'\. The result for the perturbation on 1'+ (x) is:
1 - 1lJ.... e 2i pl x
2Pl
_.....!!:l....-e2iPlx
Pl+P,
_.....!!:l....-e2iplx
Pl +i.\

±_i_f_e-2),x
Pl +i.\

±_i_f_e-2.\x
p,+i.\
....L e - 2 .\x
2.\

(2.26)

1±

The determinant associated with the unperturbed 1'+ (x) is extended with one
row and one column. After evaluating the determinant (2.26), it is observed
that the perturbed 1'+(x) is given by:

(2.27)
Equation (2.27) is nothing more than an expansion of the determinant (2.26)
to the last column. The first term follows from expansion to a33 of equation
(2.26). The function H.\(x) follows from expansion of (2.26) to the entries a13
and a23. We consider two important cases. The first is where the poles !Pi I of the
determinant (2.26) are large compared to A. This corresponds to components in
the data that are rapidly oscillating and fast decaying in time. In this case, the
function H>.(x) can be neglected in equation (2.27) and the dominating factor
in equation (2.27) is f/2,\. This implies that in this special case the potential
is not affected by the perturbation because the term (1 ± 2f. \ ) cancels in the
quotient of equation (2.9).
The second important case that can be considered is that H>. (x) in equation
(2.26) is not negligible. This is the case if the reflection coefficient has poles for
which IPil : : : '\. If the perturbed function 1'+(x) vanishes singularities in the
reconstructed potential occur.
From the example of a reflection coefficient consisting of two poles and
residues we can conclude that if a reflection coefficient has poles close to the
origin, a DC error strongly perturbs the reconstructed potential. In the next
section it is shown that these results can be extended to more general reflec
tion coefficients. Due to the structure of equation (A. 1) of appendix A, we can
conclude that the reconstructed potential is sensitive to small DC errors if its
spectral reflection coefficient contains poles very close to the origin. Whether
the reconstructed potential contains singularities depends on the structure of
H>. (x). The inverse problem appears to be stable in the case of two poles and
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residues if IPil ~ A. In figure 2.1, the reconstruction of the solid line in case
of an DC error (f = 0.01) is indicated by the line represented by open squares.
This error in the data is less than 1% of the maximum amplitude of the data.
The error in the reconstructed potential due to this error in the DC level is also
less then 1% of the maximum amplitude of the potential (figure 2.1).
The second example that is examined is that of an amplitude error. The
reflection coefficient in this case is subjected to the error:
(2.28)
Such an error may be due to a magnification error in the recording instrument
or to a poorly calibrated incident wave. This leads for the reflection coefficient
of equation (2.19) to the following exact perturbation on V+(x):
(2.29)
where:

(lcos[2O'x] - msin[2O'x])e- 2 ,8x
c2
(

+d

2

4(0'2 + (12) -

c

2

+d

4(P

2

)

-4,8x

e

-

2V 2 (x)

(2.30)
(2.31 )

From the structure of (2.30), (2.31) and (2.22) it can be concluded that if the
poles are close to the origin, V 1 (x) and V 2 ( x) are numerically large, because
in that case a and f3 are small. We can therefore draw the same conclusions
as in Section 2.2: the inverse problem is unstable if the poles of the reflection
coefficients are close to the origin and the effect is stronger when the potential
is stronger.
If the poles and residues are chosen as in the previous examples, the dashed
line in figure 2.1 is the reconstructed potential in case of an amplitude error f =
-0.01. It is observed that an error of only about 1% in the maximum amplitude
of the data set A(t) causes a singularity in the reconstructed potential. The
shape of the reconstructed potential is completely dominated by the singularity.
The reconstructed potential in case of amplitude error and the true potential
converge to each other for large values of x. In figure 2.2 the functions V+(x) are
shown for the potentials of figure 2.1 on an expanded scale are shown. The solid
line is the determinant V +(x) in case of no amplitude error. The long-dashed line
is the determinant V+(x) in case of an amplitude error f = -0.01. It is observed
that the singularity of the reconstructed potential in figure 2.1 occurs where the
perturbed determinant V+(x) has a zero for x R:: 0.3. Because of equation (2.9)
this causes a simple singularity in the function K+(x,x). The differentiation
(2.6) then yields a double singularity for V(x), this type of singularity can
clearly be seen in the dashed line in figure 2.1.
Koehler and Taner [17] used a transfer-matrix method [20, 21] to examine
the stability of the inverse problem for the elastic wave equation in horizontally
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Figure 2.2: The determinant l'+(x) for the unperturbed potential in figure 2.1
(solid line). The determinant 1'+(x) in case of an amplitude error f = -0.01
(long-dashed line).
layered media. They used a Goupillaud inversion [20], which is equivalent to
inverse scattering using the Marchenko equation [22]. Koehler and Taner [17]
observed that time errors in the reflected waves can lead to instabilities in the
inverse problem. The time error of Koehler and Taner [17] leads to the following
transformation of the data set:

A(t)

-+

A([1 + f]t)

(2.32)

This type of error could be caused by a clock with an erroneous speed.
A Fourier transform of equation (2.32) gives the following reflection coeffi
cient:

R+(k)
Expansion of R+(kj(1

+ f))

-+

_1_ R+ (_k_)
1+f
1+f

in powers of f gives for small

Ri
2Pi

--+

1

(1

Ri

-

+ f)2 2Pi

(2.33)
f:

(2.34)

The analysis is now similar to that of the amplitude error. We give no numerical
example for this effect of time errors because, from the previous example it can
be concluded that depending on the poles or residues, small time errors may
cause strong changes in the reconstructed potential. In the next section it is
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shown that for realistic potentials the same instability behavior occurs as for
potentials with rational reflection coefficients. We can therefore draw the same
conclusions, as made for data contaminated with an amplitude error: low-energy
components in the spectral data are responsible for instabilities in the inverse
problem.

2.4

Numerical experiments

In this section numerical results are presented for potentials with realistic re
flection coefficients. The forward problem of the one-dimensional Schrodinger
equation is solved with a method described by Tromp and Snieder [23] using
invariant embedding. They derive Ricatti differential equations for the trans
mission coefficient T(k), the reflection coefficient for incoming waves from the
left R+ (k) and for incoming waves from the right R_ (k). The Riccati equation
for R+(k) is solved using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration scheme [24].
In order to show if this scheme is adequate, a comparison with the analytical
solution of the scattering coefficients of a block potential [19] has been made.
For every wavenumber the difference between the solution of the Runge-Kutta
scheme and the analytical solution appeared to be less then 1%.
For the inverse problem of the Marchenko equation (2.4) was solved for the
kernel K + (x, x) on the plane x < y on lines for constant x. Following Ge [25],
the following change of variables is made: x = + TJ and y =
TJ. This change
of variables is a rotation in the x - y plane and provides a more efficient use of
the grid after discretization. The Marchenko equation now becomes:

e

A(2TJ)

+ K(TJ, v) + 2 ~f/ K(TJ' + v, TJ -

After discretization of equation (2.35), using

e-

TJ')A(2TJ')dTJ' = 0

(2.35)

e= id and TJ = jd we obtain:

i

K(i, j) + 2dL CIK(l + j, i -1)A(21) = -A(2i)

i,j = 1,2,···

(2.36)

/=0

The trapezoidal rule is applied on the integral and C/ is the weighting factor
which is 1/2 at the begin and endpoint of the sum and 1 for the other points.
Efficient use of the signal is obtained with d == O.5dt, where dt is the sample
rate of the signal. Efficient computer storage is achieved by summation along
the integration line = md - TJ where m is the number of the line [25]:

e

i

Km(i) + 2dL C/Km(m - i + I)A(21) = -A(2i)

m=I,2,···;i=I,···,m

/=0

(2.37)
Equation (2.37) takes the form of a matrix equation:
M(A)K = A

(2.38)
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The matrix M(A) and the vector A depend only on the reflected wave A(t). It
is clear that the determinant of M(A) plays a similar role as the determinant
'D+(x). The inverse problem is unstable if M(A) is nearly singular.
The block structure of M(A) ensures that K can be solved for every x
separately. Equation (2.38) is solved making use of a least-squares algorithm
[26]. Once the kernel J{ has been solved the recovered potential is given by:

V(m) =

J{m+l(m

+ 1) - J{m-l(m - 1)
d

(2.39)

In the numerical examples the potential given by the solid line in figure 2.3
is used. This potential can be reconstructed in good agreement making use
of the methods described in this section. If we try to reconstruct a potential
of the same shape but with a larger amplitude than the example showed in
figure 2.3, errors occur deep in the reconstructed potential. An example is
given in figure 2.4 where the reconstructed potential suffers from instabilities
for x > 1.2. These errors are due to numerical noise in the synthetic data,
due to the cumulative effect of truncation errors in combination with a signal
level late in the reflection time-series that is extremely weak. In the following
experiments, we try to reproduce the potential given by the solid line in figure
2.3. For this potential the unperturbed data leads to an accurate reconstruction
of the potential.
The first experiment that is performed, is the reconstruction of the potential
in figure 2.3 in case of a DC error which is only 0.5% of the maximum of the
reflected time-series A+(t). The corresponding reconstructed potential is given
by the thick short dashed line in figure 2.3. It is observed that an error in the
DC level of less than 0.5% of the data causes a singularity in the reconstructed
potential. The theory in the previous section predicts such a behavior if the
spectral reflection coefficient involved contains poles very close to the origin.
Poles very close to the origin can be expected if the potentials have finite range
[19] (chapter 12). It can be expected that these potentials are very sensitive to
small errors in the components in the data that correspond to poles close to the
origin.
The second error that is examined is that of an amplitude error. The recon
struction in case of an amplitude error f = 0.01 is shown by the dashed-dotted
line in figure 2.3. This is again an error of less than one percent in the data.
It is observed that a singularity occurs at x ~ 1.27. the behavior is similar to
the singularity shown in figure 2.1 for the reflection coefficient that is a rational
function of k. If these experiments are carried out for a potential that has the
same shape as the potential given by the solid line in figure 2.3, but with a
larger amplitude, even smaller errors in the data can cause singularities in the
potential. This is in agreement with the conclusions in Section 2.2, where is
argued that the inverse problem is more sensitive to small errors in the data
if the potential is stronger. In the numerical case, the discretized form of the
solution J{+(x,x) given by M(A)-lA. If the determinant ofM(A) has zeros,
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Figure 2.3: The standard potential that is used in the next examples (solid line).
The reconstruction in case of a DC error is given by the thick short dashed line.
The reconstruction in case of an amplitude error is given by the dashed dotted
line, and the reconstruction in case of an time error is given by the long dashed
line.
the inverse problem has singularities. From the features observed in the case
of rational reflection coefficients it can be expected that M(A) has zeros if its
corresponding reflection coefficient has poles close to the origin. This means
nothing more than that the matrix M(A)-l A becomes ill-conditioned. In Sec
tion 2.2 we showed analytically that if the data set has poles close to the origin
in CC+, the inverse problem becomes ill-conditioned. In the case a DC error a
pole close to the origin is introduced and we see from the numerical example
that instabilities arise.
The last example is that is that of the time error (2.32) in the data set. The
reconstructed potential for f = 0.01 is given by the long dashed line in figure 2.3.
The reconstruction has a singularity for x :::::J 1.28. This is the same behavior as
follows from the theory of rational reflection coefficients.
From the example given in figure 2.4 where the potential is strong and in
stabilities occur due to the numerical noise, the following conclusions can be
drawn. For values of k 2 ~ 50 the Born approximation is not valid and the
mapping between V(x) and R+(k) is strongly nonlinear, The mean value of the
potential barrier between x
0.1 and x
0.6 is equal to V(x)
50. This is
also observed in the case of rational reflection coefficients where the low-energy
components of the signal are responsible for an instability in the inverse prob
lem. The inverse problem is very sensitive to errors in this spectral region of the
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Figure 2.4: The standard potential of figure 2.3 but now stronger (solid-line).
The reconstruction in case of no supplemented error (dashed-line).
data set. Due to the high barrier in the first part of the potential in figure 2.4
one can expect that for k 2 ~ 50 most of the energy is reflected. The unstable
behavior in figure 2.4 must be due to a lack of energy penetrating deep into
the potential for k 2 ~ 50. This is in agreement with conclusions of Section 2.2
where it is predicted that the inverse problem becomes more sensitive to small
errors in the data if the potential becomes stronger.

2.5

Discussion

This work clarifies how a reconstructed potential associated with rational re
flection coefficients changes under small errors in the data set. The general
formula for the reconstructed potential is given in Section 2.2. It is shown that
small errors in the poles of the spectral reflection coefficient close to the origin
of the complex plane are responsible for an instability of the inverse problem.
The inverse problem becomes more sensitive to small errors in the data if the
amplitude of the potential involved becomes larger. This effect is larger if the
potential is stronger. It is also shown that the poles close to the origin in the
complex plane correspond to the low-energy components in the data. We can
therefore conclude that low-energy components in the data are responsible for
the unstable behavior of the inverse problem. We can also conclude that ap
proximate inverse techniques are stable in a high-energy limit and break down
for low-energy scattering. The physical reason behind this is that in case of low
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energy scattering an insufficient amount of energy is penetrating deep enough
in the potential to provide a significant sampling of the deeper parts of the
potential. The deeper parts in the potential are not sufficiently sampled and
small errors in the reflection coefficient cause large errors in the reconstructed
potential (figure 2.4).
From our point of view, noise in the data is equivalent to adding more poles
and residues to the inverse problem (in case of a DC error), or to a modification
of the poles and residues in the inverse problem (for the amplitude error and
time error). One must realize that in most practical situations it is impossible
to remove the noise from the data. This implies that the poles and residues of
the reflection coefficient contain information about data and about the noise.
This is also the case if the reflection coefficients are not rational functions of
the wavenumber. From equation (A.1) of appendix A it follows that if bound
states are absent, the inverse problem is solved if the poles and the residues
of the inverse problem are known. Due to the residue theorem the integral on
the right-hand side of equation (A.1) is dependent on the poles of the reflection
coefficient R+ (k). If the reflection coefficient has poles positioned close to the
origin, these will heavily contribute to the right-hand side of (A.1). This is also
the case if the reflection coefficient is not a rational function of the coefficient.
The conclusions about the stability of the one-dimensional Marchenko equa
tion in case of rational reflection coefficients can therefore be extended to cases
with non-rational reflection coefficients. This explains that the same results are
observed in the numerical problem.
Carrion [14] concluded from numerical studies that the inverse problem is
stable in case of small uncertainties in the spectrum for high energy and the
inverse problem is not stable in case of small uncertainties in the low-energy
part of the spectrum. We do not only confirm this observation, but we also
provide a physical and mathematical explanation and show that the errors in
the reconstructed potential can be dramatically large. We show that these
features are fundamental and independent to the numerical code that is used to
solve the inverse problem.
How do these conclusions affect the use of inverse problems in practical sit
uations? One of the main points is that low-frequency components in the data
set which correspond to insufficiently penetrating energy components of the
spectrum are responsible for instabilities in the inverse problem. In a practi
cal experiment the frequency response of the recording instrument has a finite
bandwidth. This can be seen for example in reflection data where the reflected
waves usually have a short and finite duration, while the low-frequency com
ponents would produce large tails in the arriving waves. There are now two
possibilities. If the low-frequency cut-off of the instrument is for low frequen
cies that are high compared to the frequencies for which the inverse problem
is unstable the instabilities will not affect the reconstructed model. However if
frequencies are recorded that are sufficiently low to be affected by the instability
of the inverse problem, one has to take active measures to stabilize the inverse
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problem in some way.
The perturbation analysis of Snieder [27] of nonlinear inverse problems can
also explain the instability of the inverse problem when the reflected waves are
strong. As shown by Snieder [27], the Marchenko equation essentially recon
structs the single-scattered waves from the total recorded data by implicitly
subtracting the multiple-scattered waves from the data. This subtraction pro
cess is inherently unstable. When the scattering is strong, the multiple scat
tered waves dominate the signal and the instability of the subtraction process
is greatly enhanced.

Chapter 3

The stability of
finite-dimensional inverse
problems
3.1

Introduction

Inverse problems occur in a wide variety of scientific and technological fields.
In the past a formal mathematical theory was extensively developed (see for
an overview for example [4] [5] [16]). However, practical applications of inverse
problems still use relatively primitive methods. There are several reasons for
doing so but besides practical limitations the most important reasons are the
ill-posedness of inverse problems and the associated unstable behavior of inverse
problems [6]. In this chapter we focus on a description of the stability of inverse
problems in general.
A significant part of this chapter is devoted to finding a general method for
defining the stability of inverse problems. We make the assumption that two
kinds of information are available for an experimentalist who wants to solve
an inverse problem. The first kind of information is the data set that can be
obtained by performing an experiment. The second kind of information is a
theory that relates the model to the observations. This theory, which is called
the direct problem, is often represented by a differential equation in which the
model function that has to be retrieved is present. If it is assumed that both
the model function and the data function are dependent on a finite number of
properties which we call parameters, then we show in this chapter that it is
possible to derive a stability criterion that uses the direct problem only.
One of the most basic and important ingredients in the analysis of the (nu
merical) stability of the direct and the inverse problem is that of quantifying the
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concept of stability. Bertero et al. [6] argued that a definition of ill-posed inverse
problems covers three different aspects: existence, uniqueness and continuity of
the inverse problems. They show that the ill-posedness of the inverse problem
can lead to numerical instability. In this chapter we examine the numerical
stability of inverse problems more generally. In Section 3.4 of this chapter it is
shown explicitly for the Marchenko equation that well-posedness of nonlinear
inverse problems is no guarantee for numerical stability. For examining the sta
bility of direct and inverse problems, it is necessary to relate distances between
different models and between dissimilar data sets. The mathematical tool for
quantifying distances is the norm, but of course there is a certain amount of
freedom in the choice of a norm. This implies that statements about the sta
bility of direct problems and inverse problems always depend on the choice of
the norm, and they are therefore subjective. It is possible that one concludes
that an inverse problem is stable if the stability analysis is performed with a
certain choice of a norm, and that the same inverse problem is not stable if the
stability analysis has been carried out with respect to another norm. Before
analyzing the stability of a direct and inverse problem, it is therefore important
to choose a norm that reflects the physical situation and its associated definition
of "closeness" in the data space and model space.
A field of mathematics in which a substantial amount of work has been
carried out with respect to the stability problem is that of nonlinear evolution
equations. The stability analysis of nonlinear evolution equations is usually
performed in the phase space [28] [29]. The solutions of the evolution equation
involved correspond with trajectories in the phase space that are parameterized
by time. It is important to realize that these solutions evolve in a single space.
This means that distances between two points can be quantified with respect
to the same norm, and they can therefore be directly compared. In the case
of the stability analysis of direct and inverse problems the situation is entirely
different. In the usual approach the direct problem is defined as a mapping from
a space of models (model space) onto a space of data sets (data space). The
structure of these two spaces is entirely different, and therefore it is not possible
to compare distances defined in those spaces directly. This is in contrast to the
example in [30], in which the stability of dynamical systems is directly related to
the stability of inverse problems. In the procedure that we follow, the distance
between two elements in the model space and in the data space is weighted
with the largest norm of the two individual elements. This has as advantage
that the relative change in distance in the model space and the data space is
compared. If we further assume that both the elements of the data space and
the model space are dependent on a finite number of equal properties that we
call parameters, then one can take into account the effect of perturbations of
the parameters in the relative change of distance between elements of the model
space and the data space. From this a stability criterion is derived.
This chapter has the following structure: in Section 3.2 we focus on the
mathematical and physical problems that arise in defining the stability of direct
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and inverse problems. This leads to a formal stability criterion that describes
whether inverse problems are stable. This formal stability is weakened to a
linearized stability criterion for nonlinear inverse problems that is more useful
for analytic calculations. Furthermore, it is shown how this linearized stability
criterion can be applied under experimental circumstances. Finally, it is shown
that the linearized stability criterion can be reformulated as a constraint on the
data only. Some remarks are made to show the limitations of these stability
criteria. In Section 3.3 the linearized stability criterion of Section 3.2 is applied
to a linear direct and inverse 'problem. In the Sections 3.4 and 3.5 we analyze
the stability of two nonlinear examples that occur in modern research.

3.2

The stability of the direct and inverse prob
lem

In this section we focus on the definition of the stability of direct and inverse
problems and how stability can be quantified. In order to do this we introduce
a new concept which we call the parameter space. Before giving the definition
of the parameter space and the stability of the direct and inverse problem we
discus the role of the norms that measures the stability.
We first give a definition of a direct problem. Following [6], it is defined
as a mapping that acts on a space M, that consists of model functions into a
space D that consists of noiseless data functions. An element of the space D is
called a noiseless data set. It is assumed that the spaces M andD are normed
spaces and that the direct problem is represented by an in general nonlinear
mapping 1): M --> D. The mapping V is assumed to have an inverse 1)-1,
hereafter to be called I. It is remarked by Sabatier [31] that in the case of a
real physical experiment, the space D has to be extended into a larger space D
that contains all the possible results of measurements. This larger space D has
to be equipped with a norm that is sensitive to describing experimental errors.
The inverse problem I maps elements of D in a space that may be larger than
the space M. This larger space M consists of the images of the elements of D.
We call M the solution space.
The most severe problem in giving an adequate definition of the stability of
the .~irect and inverse problem lies in the fact that M and D are two completely
different spaces equipped with two different norms. It is therefore not legitimate
to compare distances which are measured with a norm II· 11m in the solution space
M to distances that are measured with a norm II· lid in the data space D. This
is partly due to the different physical units of normed elements of M and D.
Another important problem in measuring stability, is that the amount of noise
on a data set is completely dependent on the way it is measured. To illustrate
this, we consider the following example on the line where the data space D1 is
equipped with the norm ,(;2(0,00) and the data space D 2 is equipped with a sup
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norm. If an 2-measurable time series A(t) is contaminated with an DC-error 0,
than in D 1 the difference between the proper time series and the contaminated
signal is infinite, while in D 2 the difference is just o. Of course, this ambiguity
in the definition of the norm also takes place in the solution space M. In the
stability analysis of dynamical systems this problem does not occur, because
the stability analysis is performed in one single space; the phase space in which
the motion takes place. This implies that for the stability analysis of dynamical
systems, distances are measured with respect to only one norm, so that one can
directly compare distances.
There is a way to compare distances that are obtained in the data space
and in the solution space. To do this we assume that the physical problem
can be represented by a finite number of properties which are characteristic
for the specific problem. We will confine our attention to inverse problems
that have a unique solution. If the solution is not unique, the same data set
can by definition be mapped onto different models. This situation violates any
sensible definition of stability. In practical experiments, a data set is always
finite. In order to ensure uniqueness the model must therefore also have a finite
number of degrees in freedom. In the following we will characterize both the
model and the data with a finite number of parameters. These parameters can
describe the physical properties of the involved model, but alternatively they
could describe the measured data values. If it is possible to find a finite number
of parameters which adequately represent both the elements of the solution
space and the data space, one can calculate the effect of perturbations on the
parameters on the elements of the solution space and the data space. In the case
of wave propagation through a horizontally layered medium, the parameters
can be for example the thickness of the layers and the wave velocities in the
layers. In this case the geometric properties of the models are strongly related
to the parameters. An example in which the data are strongly dependent on
the parameters is the direct and inverse problem of the Schrodinger equation.
In this case the poles and the zeros of the S-matrix are directly related to the
data. We can therefore regard the poles and zeros of the S-matrix as suitable
parameters of the direct and inverse problem.
We can use the parameters to define a parameter space P. It is defined as
a linear n-dimensional space, in which n is equal to the number of parameters.
Further there must exist a continuous bijective mapping h m between the pa
rameter space P and the solution space M, and a continuous bijective mapping
hd between P and D. We note that under experimental circumstances, it can be
problematic to find such a set of bijective continuous mappings, but in a unique
inverse problem such a bijective mapping exists. A schematic representation of
the solution space, the data space and the parameter space is given in Figure

3.l.

Lastly, we focus on the norm of the spaces M and D. The norm II· 11m of the
solution space M is a mapping from M to JR. The norm that is used in II· 11m is
completely arbitrary but it has to be sensitive to measuring experimental errors.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the solution space M, the data space
D and the parameter space P. Also the direct problem V, the inverse problem
L, and the mappings h d and h m are indicated.
For the direct and inverse problem of the Schrodinger equation the .c 2 -norm may
be a good choice because it measures the energy content of the reflected signal.
Similarly, there exists a mapping II . lid that maps every element of D on its
norm.
In order to clarify the mathematical framework, we present a geophysical
example as an illustration. Consider a simple seismological model in which the
velocity in the earths interior increases linearly with depth:

c(z) =

Co

+ 'Yz

(3.1)

In equation (3.1) the wave velocity at a depth z depends on a wave velocity at
the surface Co and factor 'Y which describes the velocity increase as a function of
depth. Following Cerveny [32], the travel-time T along a ray that travels from
a source at the surface at position Xo that to a receiver at position X r is given
by:

T = To

+ -1 cosh- 1 {
'Y

[x r

-

xoP + 2~ }
2
2 Co

(3.2)

7

Suppose that we measure a travel-time at a receiver at position X r of a pressure
wave coming from a source at position xo. From this travel-time we want to
calculate the velocity field that is presented in equation (3.2) assuming that
the wave velocity at the earth's surface is known. In this situation the relevant
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physical parameter is the velocity increase per unit depth ,. In this special case
the parameter space P is equal to the space of all possible values of ,: i.e. JR+.
The model space M is the space of all the possible model functions that are
given by equation (3.1). This implies that there exists a unique mapping h m :

(3.3)
Similarly, the data space D consists of the functions that are given by equation
(3.2). We can define a mapping hd :

(3.4)
In this simple example the direct problem maps a velocity function that is
presented by equation (3.1) onto a travel-time that is presented by equation
(3.2). The inverse problem maps a travel-time onto a velocity function. In a
practical experiment measurements are usually performed for different source
receiver distances and a travel-time curve as a function of the receiver position
x r . There are two possibilities. Either the noise-contaminated data can be
explained by a relation of the formula (3.2). In that case the noise leads to a
change in the estimation of" hence it leads to a transformation in the parameter
space. Alternatively, the error can lead to observations that cannot be explained
by equation (3.2). In that case one usually needs more parameters to explain
the observations.
The introduction of the parameter space enables us to measure the stability
of the direct and inverse problem. If we perturb a parameter, then is possible
to calculate the norm of the difference between the perturbed data set and the
unperturbed data set. This is possible because hd is bijective and continuous.
The same argument holds for hm , so we can also calculate the norm of the
difference between the perturbed model and the unperturbed model with respect
to an perturbation to the same parameter. In the literature [6, 33] usually the
following definition for the stability of the inverse problem is given:
(3.5)
In this expression, Pi and P2 are two different elements of the parameter space

P. The stability criterion (3.5) leads to a number of objections. The first
and most important is that equation (3.5) is a stability criterion in which the
absolute differences in distance in the solution space and the data space are
used. This stability criterion is not very useful because the physical units in
which the norm of the difference between two models is given are completely
different than the physical units in which the norm of the difference between
two data sets is given. This leads to the undesirable SituatiOn that the stability
criterion depends on the arbitrary choice of the physical units in which distances
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are measured in data space and solution space. We can solve this problem by
introducing a normalization. This leads to the following stability criterion for
the inverse'problem. We define it to be stable if:
i = 1,2

(3.6)

Equation (3.6) must be satisfied for all Pl and P2 in a certain sub-domain of
the parameter space P. The factor (1 + () is added in equation (3.6) to deal
with the fact that in some cases in which the stability criterion (3.6) is violated
for ( = 0 an experimentalist might decide that the retrieved solution is good
enough in the particular situation. It is in fact a new kind of subjectivity that
enters the stability analysis of the inverse problem.
We make two remarks on equation (3.6). Firstly, stability in this definition
is only related to properties of the data space D, the solution space M and
the norm on those spaces. This implies that is is not necessary to solve the
inverse problem explicitly in order to investigate whether the inverse problem is
stable or not. Secondly, in equation (3.6) the stability of the direct and inverse
problem is related to a relative change in norm of the elements of the data space
and solution space. Let hd(P) be an element of the data space D and IIhd(P)lld
the norm of hd(P), Then the transformation
(3.7)
(a change of physical units) and the transformation:
(3.8)
(a calibration of the zero point) in general do have a large impact on the stability
of the inverse problem. The transformations (3.7) and (3.8) are related to the
choice of unit vectors in the parameter space and the definition of the sum of two
parameters vectors (this is a vector sum) in the parameter space respectively.
From this it can be concluded that although the definition that is presented by
equation (3.6) deals with relative changes of distance in the data space and the
model space, there is still some subjectivity in the definition of the stability of the
inverse problem. From equation (3.7) and equation (3.8), it can be concluded
that the choice of the origin and the scaling of the parameter space plays a
crucial role in the conclusions about the stability of inverse problems.
The stability criterion presented in equation (3.6) is a formal criterion that
is not very useful for further analytical analysis. However it can be useful in
numerical applications. Using a Monte Carlo algorithm the stability criterion of
equation (3.6) can be verified by randomly generating elements of the parameter
space P, and checking if the criterion that is represented by equation (3.6) is
satisfied or not.

For purposes of analytical verification of the stability in a

neighborhood of a particular starting model, linearization of equation (3.6) can
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be useful. Setting P2 = P1
equation (3.6) reduces to:

+ /lP,

we find taking the limit /lP

---+

0, that

(3.9)
in which P is an element of the parameter space P and the partial derivatives are
taken to all n components Pi of P. We remark explicitly that in the linearized
stability criterion that is represented by equation (3.9), all nonlinear terms that
appear in the general solution of the direct problem hd(P) are used. The sta
bility criterion is called linearized because the stability analysis is performed in
the tangent space of M and D. For linear inverse problem the stability defi
nition that is proposed in equation (3.9) reduces to a result that already was
presented in [34]. It was shown by these authors that for linear inverse problems
the factor 1 +( is equal to the maximum condition number that is allowed. We
can therefore regard the factor 1 + ( that is introduced for nonlinear inverse
problems in definition (3.6) and in definition (3.9) as a generalized condition
number. This is clarified is Section 3.3.
It can be shown that the linearized stability criterion (3.9) is equivalent
with a requirement that depends on the data and the inverse mapping only.
The inverse problem is given by the following equation:
m

= I(d),

(3.10)

where m and d are n-dimensional model and data vectors. Further, we define
the parameters Pi to be equal to the data di . In this case hd = I, in which I
is the identity mapping. In order to derive the stability criterion for equation
(3.10), we need to take derivatives to the parameters Pi:

IIOpihm(P)ll m = IloPimjllm

=

lit, ~;: ~~: t lit, ~;: 6kit

= II ~~: 11m = Ilo~?(d)1Im

=

(3.11)

Now if we apply equation (3.9) we find:
(3.12)
Equation (3.12) depends on the data d, the mapping I, and the norm in the
model space and on the norm in the data space. This means that the stability
criterion can be recast in a form that only consists on the data and the inverse
mapping but not the model and the forward mapping. Similarly, we can derive
a stability criterion that depends only on the model and the direct mapping V.

d = V(m)

(3.13)
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If we define in this case the parameters Pi to be equal to the components of the
model vector mi, following a similar procedure we find:

(3.14)
To illustrate the equations that are derived above we consider the following
example of a linear inverse problem in which there is only a single data point
and a single model parameter:
(3.15)
m = ad
When the criterion (3.12) is applied to equation (3.15) it follows that the inverse
problem is stable if:
lailldlld:::; (1 + ()lladll m
(3.16)
If the model space and the data space are expected to be equipped with the same
norm, equation (3.16) is satisfied for any value of a if ( is equal to zero. This
is in contrast to the case where in the stability definition is based on absolute
errors as in the criterion of equation (3.5). If the stability criterion (3.5) is
linearized we find:

IIOpihm(P)llm :::; (1

+ ()llopihd(P)lId

(3.17)

If the inverse problem is given by equation (3.15) and if definition (3.17) is
applied then it follows immediately that the inverse problem only is stable if
lal :::; (1 +(). We conclude that if a relative stability criterion is used the inverse
problem is stable for any value of a whereas if an absolute stability criterion is
used the inverse problem is only stable if lal :::; (1 + (). This is illustrated in
Figure 3.2 in the case that ( = O.

3.3

A simple example

In order to clarify the role of the factor 1 +( in equation (3.6) we examine in this
section the most simple example of a linear inverse problem with two discrete
data. Without loss of generality we can choose the parameters to be equal to
the data (d l PI, d 2 P2)' The mapping, hd between the parameter space and
the data space is then the identity mapping, so that:

=

(

=

:~ ) = (:~~ :~~) ( :~ ) = (:~~ :~~) ( ~~ )

(3.18)

If it is assumed that the matrix in equation (3.18) is diagonizable, we can per
form a basis transformation in the model space and in the data space so that
a new model vector (m~, m~)T, and a new data vector (d~, d~l are defined in
such a way that the matrix in equation (3.18) is diagonal:
(3.19)
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m-axb

m=2d

2.

-------,--- ----

Figure 3.2: The absolute error and the relative error in case of two linear inverse
problems. The relative error in the model is the same in both cases, whereas the
absolute error in the model is larger than the absolute error in the data in the
case m = 2d, and the absolute error in the model is smaller than the absolute
error in the data in the case m = 0.5d.
The change of basis in the model space and the data space implies that pa
rameter space has also undergone a basis transformation because of the choice
di = Pi. Now, if the linearized stability criterion given by equation (3.9) is
applied to the inverse problem that is defined by equation (3.19) one finds, as
suming that both the data space and the model space are equipped with an
.c 2-norm, that the inverse problem is stable when:

(3.20)
and:

A~ ({pD 2 + {p~}2) ~ (1

+ ()2 (AHpD 2 + AHp~}2)

(3.21)

From equation (3.20) and equation (3.21) follows that the inverse problem is
stable when the eigenvalues satisfy:

and:

This iInplies that the factor 1

~~ ~ (1 + ()

(3.22)

~~ ~ (1 + ()

(3.23)

+(

is equal to the maximum condition number

that is allowed in the inverse problem. This example clearly illustrates that
the ad hoc factor 1 + (, that was introduced in equation (3.6) of Section 3.2
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for nonlinear inverse problems, is related to the well known stability condition
for linear inverse problems. In [34] a general discussion about the stability of
linear inverse problems having discrete data is given. We conclude that for linear
inverse problems the stability criterion (3.9) reduces to well known results about
linear inverse problems. Twomey [35] argued that the condition number is a
rather pessimistic estimate of error propagation and should be replaced by an
average condition number:

(3.24)
where P is the rank of the matrix, and Ak are the eigenvalues of the matrix.
Lastly, we want to stress that in practice the model is a continuous function
with infinitely many degrees of freedom. One usually limits the degrees of
freedom by a projecting the model on a finite number of basis functions <Pn:
N

m

= EPn<Pn ,

(3.25)

n=l

where the parameters Pn play the role of the expansion coefficients. The condi
tioning of the resulting system of linear equations will in general depend criti
cally on the choice of the basis functions <Pn and the number of basis functions
that are used [6, 34]. One should be aware of the fact that this procedure can
lead to biased estimates of the expansion coefficients Pn, see [12} for an example.
In this section, the stability of linear inverse problems was discussed. It turns
out that the nonlinearity of inverse problems can affect the stability properties
of inverse problems dramatically. As an example, the Marchenko equation for
the inversion of scattering data is discussed in the next section.

3.4

Application to the Marchenko Equation

The direct and the inverse problem of the Schrodinger equation have been stud
ied intensively [4, 19]. The stability of the inverse problem for an S-matrix that
is a rational function of the wave number is discussed in [36, 37]. This makes
the direct and inverse problem of the Schrodinger equation an ideal test case
for the stability analysis given in Section 3.2.
The Schrodinger equation is given by:
(3.26)
We impose the following restrictions. First, we assume that x E JR+ and that
V(x) : JR+ ---+ JR. Second, only incoming waves from the left are taken into
account, and third we assume that the potentials are strictly positive, so we
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have no bound states. The scattering solutions of the Schrodinger equation
satisfy the following boundary conditions:

1/;(k x)
,

ikx
ikx
= { T(k
e +. R+(k)e)e'kx

if x
if x

= 000

(3.27)

The function T(k) in equation (3.27) is the transmission coefficient, and the
function R+(k) is the reflection coefficient. The data set A+(t) is defined by:
(3.28)
It has been shown by Marchenko [4] that the inverse problem of the Schrodinger

equation can be solved using the Marchenko equation:
(3.29)
It relates the data set A+(t) to a kernel K+(x, y) from which the potential V(x)

can be retrieved using the following relation:
(3.30)
Sabatier [18] has shown that if we choose a rational representation of the
S-matrix, the reflection coefficient R+(k) takes the form:

P(k)
R+(k) = 11;(k - Pi)

(3.31 )

in which Pi are the poles of the reflection coefficient. The precise definition of the
reflection coefficients and the transmission coefficient is given in [18]. Further,
it is shown [18] that if the potential is real an additional pole -pi corresponds
to every pole Pi.
By performing a Fourier transform one can solve the Marchenko equation in
the wavenumber domain under the assumption that the reflection coefficients
are rational functions of the wavenumber [18]. Following this procedure the
kernel K+(x, x) that satisfies the Marchenko equation (3.29) can be written as:

V+(x)
K+(x, x) = V+(x)

(3.32)

The functions V+(x) in equation (3.32) are given by [18]:

V+(x)

= det{ Oij -

(Pi

+ Pj )-1 Rjexp[2ipjX])

(3.33)

In equation (3.33) Rj are the residues of the reflection coefficient R+(k) belong
ing to the poles Pj. If the potential V(x) is real, then for every pole Pi with
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residue Ri in equation (3.33) there is a corresponding pole -pi with residue
-Ri- Suppose the poles are situated at the positions Pi ai + i{3i, (ai,{3i > 0)
and the residues have the values Rj = Ci + idi' then the corresponding data set
is given by:

=

N

A+(t) =

L Rjeip;t -

N

Rieip;t =

L -2e-,8;t(cj sin[ait ] + di cos[ait ])

i=l

(3.34)

i=l

In equation (3.34), the summation is performed over the N poles Pi in the first
quadrant of the complex plane as well as the additional N poles pi in the second
quadrant.
From equation (3.34) one can see that the data set A+(t) depends completely
on the parameters ai ,(3i ,Ci and d j . The natural choice of the parameter space
is then a section of IR4n that is consistent with the restrictions on the poles
positions and the residues. In the following, we regard the inverse problem as
a mapping between the data space D which consists of time series A+(t), and
the solution space M which consists of functions K+(x,x). Of course the true
model functions are potentials Vex), but because they only differ by a simple
differentiation from the kernel K+(x, x), it is possible to consider the kernel
K+(x, x) as a model as well. For the simple case of two poles and residues
(N = 1), the space D consists of time series which are equal to:

A+(t) = -2e-,8t(csin[at] + dcos[at])

(3.35)

It is observed that only four parameters remain. From equation (3.33) it follows
that the function 1)+ (x) is equal to:

in which the factors I and m are given by:

1= ac + {3d

a 2 + {32 '

ad - {3c
m = a2

+ {32'

(3.37)

We can perform a further simplification by choosing a = O. In this case the
parameter C drops out of the problem. If it is assumed that the data space D is
equipped with an £2- norm II . lid = II . 11.e2 we find:
(3.38)
and
(3.39)
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Similarly, we can evaluate these integrals in the model space. If it is assumed
that the model space M is also equipped with an £2- norm , then using the
notation 1I·lld = 11·11.e 2 and using equation (3.32) to find K+(x, x), we find:

II

-1

fJ
II
fJ(3K+(x, x)

-

£2

2

(4dxC {3x

00

dx

0

+ 2~e-4{3X) 2

(1 _ ~e-2{3X) 4

(3.40)

Likewise, as in the equation (3.38) and (3.39) we obtain:

II

:dK+(x, x)11

= (>0 dx
.e 2 io

4
4e- {3x

(1 _ ~e-2{3X)

4

(3.41)

From equation (3.38)-(3.41) it follows that the stability of the direct and inverse
problem depends on two parameters (3 (the distance of the pole to the origin)
and d (the residue). We can now apply the linearized stability criterion of
Section 3.2. We find that the inverse problem is stable if:

IlfJpK+(x, x)llo
IIK+(x, x)11£2
IlfJdK+(x, x)II.e 2
IIK+(x, x)II.e 2

<

(3.42)

<

(3.43)

In Figure 3.3 the stable region of this two-parameter example is drawn in in the
(3-d-plane for the choice (
o. If d;:::: (3, a non-integrable singularity appears in
the reconstructed model, violating stability criterion (3.43) automatically. The
black region in Figure 3.3 describes the values of the parameters (3 and d for
which the inverse problem is stable, the grey area describes the values for (3 and
d for which the inverse problem is unstable. In Figure 3.3 it is observed that
for a fixed value of (3, the inverse problem is always unstable if d > 0.25. Since
d measures the strength of the reflected waves, this implies that if the reflected
waves are stronger than a certain threshold the inverse problem is unstable. For
smaller values of (3 the inverse problem is unstable for any value of d. This result
is in accordance with [36, 37] in which it is argued that the inverse problem of
the Schrodinger equation is unstable if the denominator of equation (3.40) and
(3.41) is nearly singular. This is the case if the S-matrix of the associated direct
problem has poles that are situated close to the origin. Using the method that
is presented in this chapter, it is possible to calculate explicitly the values of the
parameters for which the inverse problem is unstable.
To illustrate the effect of a signal that is contaminated with an error function,
we explicitly illustrate the effect of a DC-error. In [36], it is argued that in case of
the Marchenko equation additional noise leads either to the introduction of new
poles and residues in the inverse problem, or to a modification of existing poles
and residues. Since in the context of this chapter the role of poles and residues is

=
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Stability in case of no additional errors
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Figure 3.3: The stability of the Marchenko equation in the {3 - d-plane for ( = O.
The stable region is black, the unstable region is grey.
taken over by the parameters, we conclude that including data errors either leads
to the introduction of new parameters in the problem or to a transformation
in the parameter space. In a realistic situation usually a combination of both
effects takes place. In the following we approximate the effect of a DC-error by
introducing the following error function to the unperturbed time-series A+(t):
(3.44)
If it is assumed that the unperturbed signal is given by equation (3.35) then it
follows for the special case a = 0 that the reflected perturbed time series depends
on the parameters {3, d, E, A, whereas the unperturbed time series only depends
on the parameters {3 and d. It follows from this example that the introduction
of noise can be equivalent to the introduction of new parameters in the inverse
problem [31]. In this work we deal with noise that can be associated with an
enlargement of the original parameter space. This enlargement of the parameter
space leads to an enlargement of the model space M to the solution space M,
and an enlargement of the space of noiseless data sets D to the data space D,
see also [31].
In this particular case we have two new parameters: . E and A. If E ~ A,
the perturbation is a rapidly decaying function which has hardly any influence
on the data set. If A -+ 0, then the perturbation is approximately equal to a
constant function, which implies that the perturbation is very large when mea
sured with an £2- norm . The perturbation (3.44) is equivalent to the following
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transformation in the wavenumber domain:
(3.45)
In [36] it is shown that the perturbed function

1)+ (x)

takes the following form:
(3.46)

If we choose the poles and residues as in the example given above, we find that
the function H>. (x) takes the following form:

H (x)
>.

=

2d

(11 + '\)2

e- 2 (>'+j3)x

(3.47)

The corresponding function J{+(x,x), is given by:
(3.48)
We want to investigate the effect the choice of the parameters € and I has on
the stability of the direct and inverse problem. To do this we fix the values of €
and), and we redo the calculations, similarly as in Figure 3.3, but now we use a
contaminated data set and a contaminated model function. If we choose € = 0.01
and ,\ = 10, the perturbation of the data set is a rapidly decaying function
in time. If an £2- norm is used the difference between contaminated data set
and the unperturbed time data set is very small. The stability diagram when
this perturbation is present is virtually identical to Figure 3.3. The situation
changes if we choose €
0.1 and ,\
10- 4 , a small but slowly decaying error.
The corresponding stability diagram in Figure 3.4 clearly shows that the stable
region is smaller if the time series is perturbed with a signal that resembles a
DC-error. From this we can conclude that the linearized stability criterion of
Section 3.2 leads to the same conclusions as in ref. [14, 36, 37], namely that
the Marchenko equation is unstable when the signal is contaminated with low
frequency errors.

=

3.5

=

The role of the nonlinear terms

The linearized stability criterion can be used to study the role of the nonlinearity
on the stability properties of the inverse problem. As an example, we consider
the iterative solution of the Marchenko equation in the wavenumber domain [4]:
_
_1_.
F + ( k, x ) - 1 + 27l'Z. ( ......
hm
0+

1

00

-00

dk,R+(k')F+(k',x)ex p [2ik'x]
k' + k + Z€
.

=
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Figure 3.4: Similarly as equation 3 but now in case of a DC-error
A = 10- 4 .

1+

1:

f

= 0.1 and

(3.49)

C(k, k')F(k', x)dk'

The function F+(k, x) is is related to kernel f{+(x, y) by the following Fourier
transform:
(3.50)
The kernel C(k', k) in equation (3.49) is given by:
C(k, k')

=

lim _1_R+(k')exp[2ik'x]
2i1l'
k' + k + if

(3.51)

€--+O+

We can expand equation (3.49) in a series:
F+(k, x) = 1+

1:

C(k', k)dk'+

1:1:

C(k, k')C(k', k")dk'dk"+··. (3.52)

or alternatively:

1

F +(k , x ) - 1 = l'1m _2 .
€--+O 1l'Z
1

lim - €--+O (21l'i)2

j

oo

R (k')

-00

2ik'x

k++ k" e+ Zf dk' +

Joo Joo dk'dk" R +(k')e2ik'x R + (k")e2ikIlX + ....
-00

-00

k

+ k' + if

k'

+ k" + if

(3.53)
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If the reflection coefficients R+(k) in equation (3.51) are rational functions of
the wavenumber the integrals in equation (3.52) can be solved analytically by
performing a contour integration in <e+. This is justified by the fact that the
reflection coefficient R+(k) -+ O(l/k) if k -+ 00. The poles of the denominator
of equation (3.53) are all situated in <e- so the only contribution in the integrals
of equation (3.53) comes from the poles of R+(k) which are situated in <e+. The
following is expression obtained:

N

"LJ ..,...----:-,......-----'-----,-,------,.-e
Ri Rj RI
2i(p •'+P J.+Pt)1I:
i,j,l=l (k + PI)(Pj + PI)(Pi + Pj)

+ ...

(3.54)

The Fourier transform (3.50) can now be performed to obtain the kernel K+(x, y):

N

E

i

RiRjRI

. '1-1
1>,1, 

(Pj

eip ,(II:+Y)e 2i (Pi+Pi)X

+ Pl)(Pi + Pj)

+...

(3.55)

After setting y = x and taking the derivative (3.30), the following expression
for the recovered potential is obtained:

V(x)

N

N

i=l

i,j=l

= 4 E RiPie2iPiX + 4 E

R i R j e 2i (Pi+Pi)X+

N

4

E (RiRjRI)(Pi + Pi + PI) e2i (Pi+Pi+P')X + ...
"I

'J

(Pi

+ Pi )(Pi + PI)

(3.56)

If equation (3.34) is substituted in equation (3.55), the regular expansion of
the Marchenko equation is obtained. Equation (3.56) is a good starting point
for performing the stability analysis using the linearized stability criterion of
Section 3.2. It links a data set represented by equation (3.34) to a potential
that is represented by equation (3.56). Both the data function and the potential
function depend on the same poles and residues. In the following we define the
pole positions to be given by Pi = ai + if3i(a, f3 > 0), and the residue positions
to be given by Ri = Ci + idi . Further, it is assumed that if there is a pole
at position Pi, then there is also a pole at position -pi, and similarly for the
residues: if there is a residue at position R; then there is also an residue at
position -Ri.
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From the structure of equation (3.56), it is observed that the m-th term
in the sum (3.56) behaves as p 2 - m It is clear, that if the full series (3.56) is
taken into account, for small Pi, small errors in the pole position Pi have a
large impact on the reconstructed potential through the higher-order terms in
equation (3.56). To illustrate the effect of the higher-order terms, we calculate
the first three terms of K +(x, x) in the case that the corresponding data set is
represented by equation (3.35) in which 0:' = O. For the expansion of the kernel
we find:
(3.57)
We recalculate the stability in the (d - ,B)-plane. If only the first term of the
expansion (3.57) is taken into account, it follows from equation (3.35) that both
the data set A+(t) and the kernel K+(x, x) are identical, so the inverse problem
is stable for any value of d and /3. The first-order contribution in equation (3.57)
is in fact the Born approximation. In this situation a linear mapping between
the data set and model function is present, and this mapping is always stable.
If only the first two terms of equation (3.57) are taken into account the stable
region is given in black in Figure 3.5. The unstable region is given in grey and
should be compared with the full nonlinear stability diagram that is given in
Figure 3.3. If all three term of equation (3.57) are taken into account the result
of the stability analysis is presented in Figure 3.6. One can observe that the
stable region, that is given black has shrunk compared to Figure 3.5. The reason
for this is the influence 1//32 singularity that is taken into account in Figure 3.6,
which is stronger then the 1//3 singularity that has been used in Figure 3.5.
From the last example it has become clear that the higher-order contribu
tions in the expansion of the potential function (3.56) are responsible for insta
bilities in the inverse problem. The Born approximation which is given by the
first-order contribution of the potential function (3.56), can always be inverted
in a stable fashion. This example shows explicitly that it is the nonlinearity of
the inverse problem for the Schrodinger equation that renders the inversion un
stable. However note that this result is obtained by applying a locally linearized
stability criterion.

3.6

Application to transfer-matrix methods

In this section, the stability of the reconstruction of a model function, that con
sists of a finite number of layers is evaluated. In this case the parameters of the
direct and inverse problem are directly related to the geometrical properties of
the model. Examples of applications of these methods occur in seismic explo

ration [17] [21] and neutron scattering from super mirrors [38]. OUf starting
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. First and second order terms
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Figure 3.5: Stability area of the iterative solution of the Marchenko equation in
the d - ,a-plane if only the first two iterative terms of equation (3.56) are taken
into account. The stable region is black. The unstable region is grey.

. First, second and third order terms
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Figure 3.6: Similar as figure 3.5, but now the first three terms of the iteration
series (3.56) are taken into account.
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point is wave equation in one dimension:

fP
1 02
ax2u(x,t)- c(x)2at 2U (x,t)=0

(3.58)

We can reformulate equation (3.58) by performing a Fourier transform:

1

00

u(x, t) = 21
1r

.
u(x,w)e-,wtdt

(3.59)

-00

If equation (3.59) is substituted in equation (3.58) we obtain:

02

ax2U(x,w)

w2

+ c(x)2U(X,W) = 0

(3.60)

If a potential function V (x) is defined:

1

1

(
)2 == "2
(1- V(x»,
Cx
Co

(3.61)

equation (3.60) transforms to the Helmholtz equation:
2

0 u(x,w) + kou
2 (
ax
x,w) = k o2 V(x)u(x,w)
2

(3.62)

In equation (3.62), k o = w/co is the wavenumber if no potential function Vex)
is present. From equations (3.62) and (3.60) the following dispersion relation
follows:
k(x) = ~Vl- Vex) = k o
Vex)
(3.63)
Co

Vl-

Note from equation (3.62) that the influence of the potential function Vex) is
strong if the wavenumber k o is large. This is in contrast to the Schrodinger
equation which is given by:

82
ax 2u(k, x) + k5u(k, x) = V(x)u(k, x)

(3.64)

in which the influence of the potential V (x) decreases when k o increases. The
dispersion relation that belongs to equation (3.64) is given by

k(x) = V(E - V(x»

(3.65)

In order to make the stability analysis that is performed at the end of this section
clearer, we introduce a maximum value of the wavenumber k o which we denote
k max . This wavenumber corresponds to the maximum frequency that is used in
the experiment. We realize that a unique inverse problem requires that all the
wavenumbers k o are taken into account, but in case of a practical experiment,
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in which band-limited data are used, a maximum wavenumber
Furthermore, we introduce the following scaling:
z

= kmaxx

k max

is realistic.

(3.66)

If equation (3.66) is substituted in equation (3.64) we obtain:
(j2,

'2'

,

,

8z 2 u(k, z) + kau(k, z) = V(z)u(k, z)

(3.67)

Similarly, the scaled version of equation (3.62) is equal to:
, 2, '
82 , '
8z 2u(k, z) + kau(k, z)

'
"
= k'2aV(z)u(k,
z)

(3.68)

In equation (3.67) and equation (3.68), the scaled potential V(z) and the scaled
free wavenumber ka are given by:
,
ka
ka = - 

(3.69)

k max

The dispersion relation (3.63) of the Helmholtz equation modifies under the
transformation (3.69) into:
(3.70)
Similarly, the dispersion relation (3.65) of the Schrodinger equation modifies
under the scaling transformation (3.69) into:

fez)

= Jk 2 -

(3.71)

V(z)

If we consider the case of scattering from a block potential, the dispersion
relations that are given by equation (3.70) and (3.71) simplify to a form in
which the scaled wavenumber k(z) is constant inside the potential. We will now
examine one-dimensional scattering from a block potential of thickness Land
strength Va (Figure 3.7). The solutions u(k, z) of the underlying equations of
motion satisfy [39]:

Reg~on 1: ~l(~l' z)
ReglOn 2:
{
Region 3:

= (Xle~~lZ + rhe-~~lZ

u2(k 2, z) = (X2eak2z
u3(k 1 ,z) = (X3eiklZ

+ (32e-ak2z
+ (33e-iklZ

(3.72)

In equation (3.72) both the solutions of the Helmholtz equation (3.68) and the
Schrodinger equation (3.67) are represented as a function of k by U(ki' z) in
which ki is the constant wavenumber in layer i as defined by equation (3.70)
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and equation (3.71) for the Helmholtz equation and the Schrodinger equations.
In the following it is assumed that the block potential starts at z Zl and ends
at z
Z2, (Z2 > zd so that L
Z2 - Zl. Smoothness and continuity at the
boundary Zl leads to the following condition:

=

=

=

(3.73)
From equation (3.73) the following relation between the coefficients a1, 131, a2
and 132 is found:
(k 1 - k2)e-i(k2+kdzl ) ( a2 )
(k 1 + k2)e-i(k2-kdzl
132

(3.74)
Equation (3.74) describes the behavior ofthe wave-field after propagation through
one single discontinuity which is located at z = Zl. It relates the wave-field in
region 1 to the wave-field in region 2. A similar relation as given in equation
(3.74) can be derived to relate the wave-field in region 2 and region 3. A rela
tion between the wave-field in region 2 and region 3 can be obtained by a simple
matrix multiplication. If wave propagation through more layers is performed,
the relation between the wave-field in region 1 to the wave-field in region n is
given by the following matrix multiplication:

(~~) =M(1+-2)M(2+-3)"'M(n-l+-n)(~:)

(3.75)

All the matrices M that are used in equation (3.75) have a structure that is
similar to that of M(l +- 2), which is given in equation (3.74). If we write the
structure of the matrices M more generally we find:

M(n

(pn

q~)

(3.76)

-k n)zn

(3.77)

kn kn + 1 ei(kn+l+kn)zn

(3.78)

+ 1 -+ n) =

qn

Pn

where:
Pn

kn +Akn+l ei(k n+

1

2kn
-A

2k n

In equation (3.76), p~ stands for the complex conjugate of Pn. If n matrix
multiplications are carried out, we find:

= (
( del)
131

Fn 

l

G n -1

0;'._1
F~_l

)( ;: )

(3.79)
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the coefficients Fn and Gn in equation (3.79) satisfy the following recurrence
relations:
(3.80)
(3.81 )
in which F 1 = Pl and G 1 = ql The recursion relations that are derived in
equation (3.80) and equation (3.81) are related to the recursion relations that
are derived in [17] [21]. The difference is however, that, in contrast to [17] and
[21], we do not assume the two-way travel-time to be constant. The reflected
waves can be constructed using these recurrence relations if the velocities and
and the thickness of the layers are known, If the total medium consists of three
regions (Figure 3.7), we are in the situation of scattering from a block-potential:
(3.82)
The functions F 2 and G2 in equation (3.82) are given by:
D

_

r2 - e

i(k 3 z 2-k 1 z 1 )

- i(k 3 Z 2+k 1 z 1 )
G 2-e

(,h +
(k

1 -

k2)(k2 + ka) e -ik 2L
4k 1 k2
A

A

k2)(k2 + ka) e-ik 2L
4k 1 k2

+ (k 1 - k2)(k2  ka) e ik 2L)
A

A

4k 1 k2

(k + k2)(k2 - k

+

a) ik2L)

1

AA

(3.83)

AA

4k 1 k2

e

(3.84)
In case of a block potential ka = k1 , further if (\'1 = 1, 131 = R, (\'a = T and
13a = 0, where R is the reflection coefficient and T is the transmission coefficient.
We find for the reflection coefficient R as a function of the incoming wave number
k1:

R(kt)

G

.

(k

= _2 = e2klZl.1
F2

-

k2)(,h + k2)

(k 1 +

•

"
k 2 )2e-· k2L -

{e- ik2L - eik2L }
A

A

.'

(k 1 - k 2 )2 e'k 2L

(3.85)

Division of numerator and denominator in equation (3.85) with a factor (k 1 +
k2)2 e-ik 2 L and assuming that Zl 0 leads to the following expression of the
reflection coefficient R( h):

=

(3.86)

=

where r
(k 1 -k 2 )/(k1 +k 2 ). The denominator of equation (3.86) describes the
reverberating waves within the block potential. We define the parameter space
P as the linear space that is spanned by any positive Land Vo. The data space
D consists of data sets that are given by equation (3.86). Once the reflection
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coefficient is given and it is assumed that an
its derivative to L:
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.c 2-norm is used, we can calculate

Similarly, the derivative with respect to Vo is given by:

Ilavo~(k1)lk2 = II

IIR(kdll.c2

{-(1-

e2ik2L) -,r(l-=- e2ik2L) - 2~rL(k1 + k2)e2ik2L +
(k 1 + k2)(1 - r2e2ik2L)

2r(1 - e2ik2L) {--,.-::..!."".
+ r 2(iL _
(k +k2)
1

I)} e2ik2L} a'k

(1 - r2e2ik2L)2
The partial derivative a~

Vo

1

avo

/IIR(kdll.c2

(3.88)

.c 2

k1 is equal to:
ak 1

-1

avo - 2V(E -

(3.89)

fro)

in case of the Schrodinger equation, and equal to;

ak 1
-k o
avo = 2 vh - vo

(3.90)

in case of the Helmholtz equation. For the solution space M, an £1(0, = )-norm
is used. The family of potentials that depends on Land Vo are given by:

V(z) = V0 8(z)8(L - z),

(3.91)

The Heaviside function 8(z) in equation (3.91) is given by:
_ {I if z ~ 0
8( z) Oifz<O

If an

.c 1 (0, =)-norm is used in the solution space M

(3.92)
we find that

IIV(z)llo

=

VoL. If we calculate the derivative with respect to L we find:
(3.93)
and if we take the derivative of the model to the strength of the potential Vo we
find:
00
(3.94)
~V(z)11 =
V0 8(z)8(L - z)dz = L

II avo

.£:1

1
0
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L
E

Region II

Region I

Region III

Figure 3.7: Definition of the variables for a block potential.
Note that it is impossible to equip the model space with an £2- norm because
in that case the norm of the derivative aVjaL is not defined.
In real physical experiments in inverse problems a-priori information is al
ways used. In the following it is assumed that the potential function has a block
like shape, but the strength Vo of the potential and the thickness L of the layer
are the quantities that have to be retrieved. We regard the scaled strength Vo
and the thickness L as the parameters of the system. In this special case, the
parameter space P is equal to the solution space M. First, we consider the
case in which the underlying equation of motion is given by the Schrodinger
equation. Since we are interested in nonlinear inverse problems we want to en
sure that the relation between the scattering data and the solution space M
is really nonlinear. This implies that substantial part of the potentials in the
solution space M have to be so strong that the reflected waves are inhomoge
neous. From equation (3.71), it follows that this can be achieved by choosing
the maximum strength of the potential functions in such a way that Vo ~ k6.
This can be realized by generating potential functions with maximum strength
in the interval:
(3.95)
0.01 ~ Vo ~ 2,
because the maximum value of ko is from definition (3.69) equal to unity. The
result of the stability analysis for the Schrodinger equation is presented in Figure
3.8. The stable region in Figure 3.8 is black. The unstable region in the V - L
plane is grey. From Figure 3.8, it follows that there exists a critical thickness
L crit , which represents the maximum thickness of the potential, to provide a
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o Schrodinger equation
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Figure 3.8: The stability of the inverse problem in case of scattering from a
block-potential in the L - V-plane for ( = 0 if the data set is generated by the
Schrodinger equation. The stable region is black. The unstable region is grey.
stable inversion. Note also that when the potential is stronger, stability is
achieved for a smaller range of L-values. This reflects the fact that when the
waves are evanescent (strong Va), they do not sample the right side of the
potential anymore because of the exponential decay.
In case we consider the Helmholtz equation we find that the reflection coef
ficient that is given by equation (3.86) reduces to:
(3.96)

=

In which rl
(c - 1)/(c + 1). Making use of the relation (3.61), we find that
the potential must be smaller than Va
1. In the numerical experiments we
generated potentials in the interval:

=

0.01:::;

V :::; 1

(3.97)

The result of the stability analysis is presented in Figure 3.9. The stable region
in Figure 3.9 is black. The values for V and L for which no stable inversions
are possible are grey. It is observed from Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 that due to
the different dispersion relation the result of stability analysis for the Helmholtz
equation is completely different than the stability analysis for the Schrodinger
equation. It is observed from Figure 3.9 that for the Helmholtz equation, if the
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C! Helmholtz equation
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Figure 3.9: Similar as Figure 3.8, but now for the Helmholtz equation.
potential function is sufficiently thick, there exists a maximum strength V ::::i 0.9
of the potential, to provide a stable inverse problem. This is due to the fact that
when 170 approaches 1, the velocity in the block goes to zero. This implies that
the waves do not penetrate the potential anymore and therefore not constrain
the thickness of the block. It is also observed from Figure 3.9, that the inverse
problem stabilizes if the potential function is thinner than L ~ 1.5.

3.7

Conclusions

In this chapter a general method to investigate the stability of the inverse prob
lem is given. It is shown that one can draw conclusions about the stability of the
inverse problem if only information about the direct problem is present. The
minimum information that is needed is a normed model space, a normed data
space, a direct problem and a parameterization. It was assumed that the mod
els in the model space and the data in the data space are both dependent on a
finite number of parameters. In contrast to other studies we use relative errors
to measure the stability of inverse problems. It is necessary to do so because of
the different structure of the data space and the solution space. If one wants
to compare quantities in the solution space and the data space one has to be
sure that these quantities are comparable. In this study this is realized by the
introduction of relative errors in the stability analysis of the inverse problem.
Two new definitions for the stability of inverse problems are given. The first is
a formal definition which can only be applied numerically. To draw conclusions
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analytically the formal definition of stability is weakened to a linearized defini
tion of stability which can be applied analytically. For linear inverse problems,
in more dimensions the result is retrieved that stability is assured when the
condition number is below a critical threshold. It is important to remark that
all the definitions about the stability depends on the choice of a norm in the
solution space and in the data space. It is therefore an illusion to think that one
can define the stability of inverse problems in an unambiguous and objective
fashion.
For the Marchenko equation the conclusions of refs. [36] and [37] that the
inverse problem is sensitive to small errors in the low frequency part of the
spectrum are recov~red. It is also shown that it is possible to indicate in the
parameter space which regions give rise to stable inversions and in which re
gions inversions are definitely unstable. Moreover, it is inferred that if errors
are added to the data, the Marchenko equation becomes unstable if the errors
introduce additional poles close to the origin in the complex plane. This is also
in agreement with the results of [14, 36, 37]. Finally it is made clear that the
non linear terms in the iterative solution of the Marchenko equation are respon
sible for the unstable behavior of the Marchenko equation. It is remarkable that
a locally linearized theory can be used to show that it is the nonlinearity that
renders the inverse problem unstable.
Finally, the stability of the direct and inverse problem of scattering from a
block potential is studied. It is concluded that in case of the Schrodinger equa
tion there exists a critical thickness Lcrit that indicates the maximum thickness
of a layer to provide a stable inverse problem. In contrast to this it is con
cluded for the Helmholtz equation that if the potential function is sufficiently
thick, there exists a maximum strength of the potential to provide a stable in
verse problem. If the potential function becomes very small the inverse problem
stabilizes.
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Chapter 4

Singular and chaotic solutions
of the KdV-hierarchy
4.1

Introduction

Many papers have been published concerning the KdV-hierarchy, a topic that is
related to a wide variety of physical phenomena, varying from the propagation of
water waves to subjects in quantum field theories. The most common method
that is used to find solutions of the KdV-equation is the Inverse Scattering
Transformation (I.S.T.) that was developed by Gardner, Greene, Kruskal, Miura
[40, 41]. It was shown by these authors that the KdV-equation can be solved
using the inverse problem of the Schrodinger equation assuming that the time
dependent potential function is a solution of the KdV-equation. In [40, 41] a
method is presented to formulate the time-dependence of the scattering data
of the potential function that is necessary to solve the inverse problem of the
Schrodinger equation. It was shown in ref. [40,41] that soliton solutions could be
constructed using the discrete part of the spectrum of the Schrodinger equation.
Meanwhile, it was shown by Lax [42] that the I.S.T. approach could be
applied to a wide variety of differential equations as long as they form a so
called "Lax-pair". Lax formulated a general method to compute the time
dependence of the scattering data, followed by investigations of a great number
of non-linear differential equations using the I.S.T. [43, 44]. It was observed
that using the discrete part of the spectrum leads to soliton solutions of these
differential equations.
Solitons are understood to be non-dispersive because dispersion effects and
effects due to the non-linearity cancel each other out. Furthermore, from the
observation that solitons maintain their shape over long timescales indicates that
solitons are stable. This is in contradiction with the fact that the KdV-equation
is a non-linear differential equation that can be expected to have unstable and
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chaotic solutions.
It is remarkable that after nearly thirty years of studying the I.S.T., only the
discrete part of the spectrum of the Schrodinger equation has been taken into
account. Recently, from studies of the stability of the inverse problem of the
Schrodinger equation [14, 36, 45, 46], it was observed that the inverse problem
of the Schrodinger equation is very sensitive to small errors in the low energy
content of the spectrum of the reflection coefficient. From this, the idea has
arisen that using the continuous part of the spectrum might lead to unstable
solutions of the KdV-equation. In this chapter singular solutions of the KdV
equation are constructed using the continuous part of the spectrum, and it is
shown that these solutions correspond to a positive Lyapunov coefficient.
This chapter has the following structure. In Section 4.2, solutions of the
KdV-equation are constructed using the continuous part of the spectrum of the
Schrodinger equation. In Section 4.3, it is shown that these solutions corre
sponds to positive Lyapunov coefficients. In Section 4.4, singular solutions for
the complete KdV-hierarchy are derived. The results are discussed in Section
4.5. Technical issues concerning to the Gelfand-Levitan-Marchenko equation
are added in two appendices.

4.2

Singular solutions of the KdV-equation

Consider the KdV-equation:

xxx - 6u x u + Ut = 0
u(x, t = 0) = uCO)(x)

U

(4.1)

In equation (4.1), uCO)(x) represents the initial condition of the KdV-equation
at t = O. The most commonly used strategy to generate solutions of the KdV
equation is using the inverse scattering transformation [47]. Following this ap
proach, the KdV-equation can be solved by the following Lax pair [43, 48]:
(4.2)
(4.3)

t/Jxx - ut/J
(C - ux)t/J + 2( u + 2k 2 )t/Jx

The physical asymptotic behavior of the Schrodinger equation (4.2) is given by:

x<O
-+ +00

(4.4)

x

In the limit x -+ 00, the potential function u and its derivative
so equation (4.3) reduces to:

Ux

tend to zero,
(4.5)
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Substitution of the asymptotic behavior (4.4) of the function.,p in equation (4.3),
leads to the following result:

~ R+ (k, t)e ikx =
Hence, for C

= 4ik 3 ,

(4ik 3 + C)R+ (k, t)e ikx + (-4ik 3 + C)e- ikx

~ R+(k, t) = 8ik 3 R+(k, t)

(4.6)

(4.7)

Solving this differential equation one finds that:
(4.8)
In equation (4.8), the reflection coefficient R+(k, t = 0) belongs to the initial
condition u(x, t = 0). In a similar fashion it can be derived that the discrete
part of the spectrum evolves as:
(4.9)
In equation (4.9) the bound states cn(kn , t = 0) are the residues that correspond
to the poles of the transmission coefficient of the initial condition u(x, t = 0)
that are positioned at the positive imaginary axis. The numbers k n are the
discrete eigenvalues of the Schr6dinger equation.
In most applications ofthe inverse scattering method, the discrete part of the
spectrum of the Schr6dinger equation is used. In this way, soliton solutions can
be constructed [43]. In contrast to this, in this chapter the continuous part ofthe
spectrum of the Schrodinger equation is used. Furthermore, it is assumed that
the reflection coefficient of this potential function is a rational function of the
wave number. This implies that Sabatiers [18] method, which is described briefly
in Appendix A, can be used to solve the inverse problem of the Schrodinger
equation. Let Pi be a pole of the rational reflection coefficient R+ (k) in equation
(A.I0) that corresponds to the initial condition u(x, t = 0). It follows that the
pole position Pi remains invariant under the transformation (4.8). The residue
however undergoes the transformation Ri -+ Rie8ip~t. Using this information,
the time-dependence of the kernel K+(x, x, t) can be formulated:
(4.10)

where:

1J+(x, t) = det{ Dij - (Pi

+ Pj )-1 Rjexp[2i(pjx + 4P1t)]}

(4.11)

The solution u(x, t) of the KdV-equation is then equal to:
(4.12)
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In ref. [36, 37], the stability of the Marchenko equation is investigated. One of
the major results of these studies is that the inverse problem of the Schrodinger
equation is unstable for values of x for which the the determinant 1)+(x, t = 0)
is close to zero. Similarly, it can be concluded that if the space coordinate x
is fixed, the kernel K+(x, x, t) is unstable for those values of t, for which the
numerical value of the determinant 1)+(x = const, t) is close to zero. Due to
the fact that the time dependence of the spectral reflection coefficient R+(k, t)
manifests itself only in the exponent of equation (4.11), it can be concluded that
if the determinant V+(x, t
0) is zero for large values of x, the determinant
1)+(x = const, t) will also be zero at large time t. If the determinant (4.11)
is equal to zero for certain values of x or t, the solution u+(x, t) of the KdV
equation is singular.
As an example, the simplest case in which u(x, t = 0) is represented by
one pole in <e+ whose position is given by Pi = i{3 is considered. Causality of
the solution requires that (3 > O. Furthermore, one residue positioned on the
imaginary axis Ri(t = 0) = id (d E IR) is chosen. From equation (4.10)-(4.12),
it follows that the corresponding solution of the KdV-equation is equal to:

=

8d{3e- 2(/3:c-4/33 t )

u(x,t)=

(1 - ~e-2(/3:C-4/33t))

(4.13)

2

It follows from substitution of equation (4.13) in equation (4.1), that equation
(4.13) is a solution ofthe KdV-equation for any choice of d and (3. Furthermore,
it follows that the solution (4.13) is unstable with respect to the ratio d/{3, if
the denominator of equation (4.13) is close to zero. This implies that if d/ (3 is
larger than zero, for certain values of x and t singularities in the solution (4.13)
exist.
If d is chosen negative, a causal solution can never have a vanishing denomi
nator. In this situation the solution (4.13) is always stable. The solution (4.13)
can then be reformulated as:

u(x,t)=

-8/]2
( e {/3:c-4/33t- t loge -1)}

Using that sech 2 (z)
following form:

= 4/ (e + e- z )2
Z

+ e- {f3:c-4/Pt- t loge -!)})
and {3

=

2

(4.14)

~ve, the equation takes the
(4.15)

in which
(4.16)
For the special choice of a positive j3 and a negative d, the logarithm (4.16)

exists and the solution (4.13) reduces to the well known soliton solution.
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If d is chosen positive, a new result is obtained. In this case the solution
(4.13) is no longer a soliton solution. If d/ (3 is larger than zero, the solution
(4.13) has singularities for certain values of x and t. In the most simple case
if only one pole and one residue are present, the solution (4.13) has a sin
gularity that evolves non-dispersively in time. If the initial condition of the
KdV-equation u(O)(x) is represented by more poles and residues, then it can be
shown that the time-evolution of this initial condition can be decomposed in
an infinite series of non-dispersive waves. However their total sum shows dis
persive behavior. It can be concluded that if the reflection coefficient R+(k, t)
is used to generate solutions of the KdV-equation, a larger class of solutions
is obtained than only the soliton solutions. That the soliton solutions are also
present if the continuous part of the spectrum of the Schrodinger equation is
used is not surprising since it has been shown in ref. [4] that isolated poles of
the refection R+(k, t) on the positive imaginary axis, are equal to the poles of
transmission coefficient, and that they form the bound states of the potential
function. In contrast to this, the reflection coefficient R+(k, t) has poles that
are not limited to the positive imaginary axis. It is concluded that solutions of
the KdV-equation that can be associated with the reflection coefficient R+(k, t)
form a class of solutions that contains soliton solutions but also singular solu
tions.
The solution of the KdV-equation which is given by equation (4.10)-(4.12)
is generated from the time-evolution of the reflection coefficient R+(k, t) that
corresponds to the initial condition u(x, t = 0). This transformation is given
by equation (4.8). If the reflection coefficient is given by equation (A.10) in
Appendix A, it follows that the poles remain invariant under the transformation
(4.8). However the residues undergo the following transformation:

(4.17)
In Appendix C, it is shown that a solution of the Marchenko equation can
be decomposed in an infinite series of exponential functions. By applying the
transformation (4.17) on equation (C.g) in Appendix C, a series solution of the
KdV-equation that corresponds to the continuous part of the spectrum of the
Schrodinger equation can be constructed. This result can be formulated in the
following theorem:

Theorem 4.1 The function:
u(x, t) = 4

N

N

;=1

;,j=l

L R;p;e2;(PiX+4P~t) + 4 L

R;Rje2;{(Pi+Pj)X+4(p~+P~)t}+

(4.18)
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is a solution of the K d V-equation. The position of the poles Pi and the residues
Rj of the reflection coefficient are chosen as defined in Appendix A, the solution
(4.18) is real.

A proof of Theorem 4.1 is given in Appendix C. It follows from Theorem 4.1 that
a solution of the KdV-equation can be decomposed in an infinite sum of non
dispersive basis functions. Their total sum u(x, t) exhibits dispersive behavior.
The I.S.T. can therefore be regarded as a non-linear generalization ofthe Fourier
transform that can be applied on non-linear differential equations like the KdV
equation. It depends on the structure of the kernel K+(x, x, t) whether the
series expansion (4.18) converges or not. If the determinant 'V+(x,x,t) is close
to zero for certain values of x or t, the series expansion (4.18) will not converge.
The convergence of K+(x, x, t 0) is related to the convergence of (4.18):

=

RjRI

(Pi

+ Pj)(Pj + PI)

e 2i (pj+PI)x

The convergence of the kernel K+(x, x, t

LN
, '-1

Z,]_

Ri
(Pi

+ Pj)

e2ipix::;

+ ...}

(4.19)

= 0) is achieved for every

LN

. --1
t,J-

Ri
(Pi

+ Pj)

::; 1

x when:
(4.20)

This result can be summarized in the following lemma:
Lemma 4.1 The kernel K+(x, x, t) diverges if:

(4.21)
If the kernel K+(x, x, t) diverges, the corresponding solution u(x, t) of the KdV
equation can be arbitrarily large. This can be achieved by moving the positions
of the poles close to the origin of the complex plane.
In this section it is argued that singular solutions of the KdV-equation ex
ist. Furthermore, it is shown in Theorem 4.1 that they can be decomposed
in an infinite sum of non dispersive basis functions. Their total sum however,
exhibits dispersive behavior. The fundamental reason for this phenomena lays
in the structure of equation (4.17). From this equation it follows that the
time-dependence of the residue Ri can be obtained by multiplication with an
exponential function in which only the poles Pi and the time t are present. Sin
gular solutions of the KdV-equation exists if the determinant V+(x, t) is zero.
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If the discrete part of the spectrum of the Schrodinger equation is used, singu
lar solutions do not exist since the determinant V+(x, t) can not be zero. The
singular solutions are not in the Faddeev-class of physical potential functions
(Appendix A), however it follows from substitution that these singular solutions
satisfy the KdV-equation. The main result of this section is that the instability
of the Marchenko equation corresponds to the existence of singular solutions of
the KdV-equation. This suggests that Theorem 4.1 can be generalized to all
other hierarchies of differential equations that can be solved using the LS.T..
In the next section, it is shown that solutions of the KdV-equation which are
constructed using the continuous part of the spectrum, can be sensitive to small
perturbations in the initial condition.

4.3

Stability estimates for the KdV-equation

In this section it is shown that the time-evolution of the solution of the KdV
equation is sensitive to small errors in the initial condition. This result is ob
tained using a discrete representation of the time evolution of the KdV-equation
(4.1):
uCn+1)(x) = uCn)(x) + flt [6u~n)(x)ucn)(x)- u~~~(x)]
(4.22)
In equation (4.22) uCn)(x) = u(x, t = tn). The derivatives u~n)(x) and u~~~(x)
are defined by ux(x, t = tn) and uxxx(x, t = tn) respectively. The discrete time
step is given by flt. It follows from equation (4.22) that a solution uCnH)(x)
of the KdV-equation can be computed, if at time t = t n the solution uCn)(x)
and its derivatives u~n)(x) and u~~x(x) are known. Suppose that the solution
uCn)(x) at timet = t n is contaminated with a small perturbation fluCn)(x). This
implies that the derivatives u~n)(x) and u~~~(x) are contaminated respectively
with errors fluCn)(x) and flu~~(x). Then, an error fluCn+1)(x) in uCn+1)(x) is
generated according to:

fluCnH)(x)

= fluCn)(x) + 6flt {u~n)(x)[flucn)(x)]

+[~u~n)(x)]ucn)(x)}- ~t~u~~~(x)

(4.23)

From equation (4.23), the derivatives flu~n+l)(x) and ~u~~tl)(X) can be com
puted. Hence by continuing the process of iteration the error ~uCi)(x) can be
computed at arbitrary time t = ti·
If the initial condition uCO)(x) is contaminated with an error ~uCO)(x), after
n iterations an error ~uCn)(x) in uCn)(x) is generated according to:
n

fluCn)(x) =

II ACk-l) [fluCO)(x)]
k=l

(4.24)
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The operator A(n), in equation (4.24), is defined by:

A(n)

[~ucn)(x)] =

{1 + 6~t [u~n)(x) + ucn)(x)Ox] + ~tOxxx} [~ucn)(x)]

(4.25)
Equation (4.24) describes the error ~u(n)(x) in uCn)(x) as a result of an error
~uCO)(x) in u(O\x). If a large number of iterations is performed, equation (4.24)
can be approximated by:
(4.26)
In equation (4.26),
per iteration:

< t(n)(x) >av, is the average growth of the error

>av= E~_ll~uCk)(x)1
n
Equation (4.26) can be reformulated as:

< t(n)(x)

~u(n)(x)

= en1og<t(nl(x»a. ~u(O)(x) = enAn(X)~u(O)(x)

~u(n)(x)

(4.27)

(4.28)

From equation (4.28), it follows that the corresponding Lyapunov exponent
An(X) is given by:

An(X) = log

{E~_ll~U(k)(X)I}

(4.29)

Equation (4.29) presents a non-standard representation of the Lyapunov ex
ponent An(X). However, it still describes the average growth of errors. If the
Lyapunov exponent An (x) is positive, the error ~ u(n)( x) in the discrete time
series u(n)(x) grows. This implies that the solution u(n)(x) is sensitive to small
errors in its initial condition. Conversely, if the Lyapunov exponent An(X) is
negative, the error in the discrete time-series An(X) is damped out. This implies
that the solution u(n)(x) is not sensitive to small errors in the initial condition
uCO)(x)
Usually, the error propagation in discrete systems is examined as a function
of the free parameters in the associated difference equation. An illustrative
example is given by quadratic mapping [29, 28]:
(4.30)
where the error ~Yn in Yn is examined as a function of the parameter a. If the
difference equation (4.23) is investigated, it appears that in this case the free
parameters of the iterative solution of the KdV-equation (4.22) are the poles
Pi and the residues Ri in the solution of the KdV-equation (4.18). It follows
from Lemma 4.1 that the error in the iteration series uCO)(x), u(1)(x), u(2)(x), ...
grows for those values of x for which the solution of the KdV-equation is nearly
singular. This situation can be obtained by tuning the ratio L-i,i Ri/(Pi + Pi)
in such a way, that the error ~u(n)(x) in equation (4.23) is so large at every
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time t = tn, that the corresponding Lyapunov exponent An(X) is positive. If
the error .lu(n)(x) is so large that the Lyapunovexponent An(X) is positive,
the error in the iteration series un (x) grows for that value of x. This implies
that the time-evolution of these solutions of the KdV-equation is sensitive to
small perturbations in their initial condition. A positive Lyapunov exponent is
often associated with chaotic behavior [29, 28]. As a result of this it can be
concluded that singular, or nearly singular solutions of the KdV-equation have
chaotic time-evolution.

4.4

Extension to the KdV-hierarchy

In this section, it is shown that conclusions that are drawn for the KdV-equation
can be extended to the whole KdV-hierarchy. It was shown by Lax [42], that
the inverse scattering approach as developed in [40] can be extended to a much
wider class of equations, the so called KdV-hierarchy. Let L be the Schrodinger
operator, then Lax showed that a one parameter family of operators B n satis
fying the relation
(4.31)
where [B n , L] = BnL - LEn, can also be solved using an inverse scattering
approach. The one parameter family of operators En is given by:
En

=

82n+1
8x2n +l

n {82j-1
bj 8x2j - 1

+?=
J=l

8 2j - 1 }
8x 2j - 1bj

+

(4.32)

In equation (4.32), the coefficients bj depend on the solution u(x, t) of the KdV
hierarchy. Their specific form follows as a constraint on equation (4.31). The
coefficients bj consists modulo a constant of multiplications of the specific so
lution u of the KdV-hierarchy and their derivatives Un. Furthermore, it was
shown by Lax [42] that the discrete eigenvalues of L are constant in time, and
that the corresponding eigenfuctions satisfy the following time dependence:
8ljJ

7ft

= (En + C)ljJ

(4.33)

where C is an arbitrary function of t.
This result of Lax is used to find a general time evolution for the continuous
part of the spectrum of the Schrodinger equation. This result is used to show
that for the whole KdV-hierarchy, the positions of the poles are constant in
time, and the time evolution of the residues is similar to that of equation (4.17).
In order to find the time-dependence of the reflection coefficient, equation (4.32)
is substituted into equation (4.33). This leads to the following expression:
n

1/Jt

= 02n+l1/J + E
j=l

{bj 0 2j-11/J

+ (02j-lbj)1/J} + C1/J

(4.34)
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By letting the operator 02n-1 act on both sides of the Schrodinger equation it
can be derived that:

02n+1 t/J -

L

n-1 (

n -1
m

)

2

Urn t/Jn-1-rn = -k t/J2n-1

(4.35)

rn=l

if equation (4.35) is substituted into equation (4.34) it is obtained that:

t/Jt

= -k 2t/J2n_1+

l;

n:.

n-1 ( )

1

Urnt/Jn-1-rn+

r;
n

{b j 02j-1t/J + (02j- 1bj )t/J}+Ct/J

If x -+ ±oo, then U -+ 0 and Urn -+ Oem > 0). Hence, 02j- 1bj -+ 0, and bj
where the coefficients Ij are constant. Equation (4.36) then reduces to:

(4.36)
-+ Ij,

n

'l/Jt

= -k 2'l/J2n_1 + C'l/J + L ,j(ik)2j -1'l/J

(4.37)

j=l

The physical boundary conditions of equation (4.4) are given by:

e- ikx + R+(k, t)e ikx
oR+(k,t) ikx
ot
e
j
(ik)2 -1 {R+(k, t)e ikx

(4.38)
(4.39)
_

e- ikx }

(4.40)

From substitution of equation (4.38) - (4.40) into equation (4.37), it follows
that:
n
C = _k 2(ik)2n-1 +
Ij(ik)2 j -1
(4.41 )

L

j=l

From substitution of equation (4.41) into equation (4.37) it follows that:

OR+O~k, t)

= 2k 2(_ik)2n-1 R+(k, t) +

t

2R+(k, thj(ik)2 j -1

(4.42)

j=l

Hence, the time evolution of the reflection coefficient is given by:
(4.43)

=

=

If we choose n
1 and 11
-3k 2 we find the the time evolution of the reflection
coefficient of the KdV-equation. The general time-evolution of the solutions of
the KdV -equation is given by equation (4.43). It is clear that this transformation
does not change the position ofthe poles of the reflection coefficient R+(k, t = 0),
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and it affects only the residues. From this it can be concluded that the general
transformation rule for the residues is given by:
(4.44)
where the function ¢(Pi) is given by:
n

¢(Pi) = -2Pl(iPi)2n-l

+ E 2,j(iPi)2j - l

(4.45)

j-l

From this it can be concluded that all the members of the KdV-hierarchy have
solutions similar to equation (4.18). The transformation of the residues is given
by equation (4.44). As a result of this it could be expected that all the solutions
of the KdV-hierarchy have solutions that are generalizations of equation (4.18)
and can be expected to have a chaotic time-evolution.

4.5

Discussion

In the literature, solutions of the KdV-equation are usually associated with
solitons (see [43] for an overview). This result is obtained by solving the KdV
equation using an I.S.T. in which the discrete part of the spectrum is used.
In this chapter the KdV-equation is solved using the continuous part of the
spectrum. In Section 4.2 two new results are derived: the first is that singular
solutions of the KdV-equation exist and have a non-dispersive time-evolution.
Secondly it is shown that a solution of the KdV-equation, having an initial
condition that is associated with the continuous part of the spectrum can be
decomposed into an infinite series of basis functions as given by equation (4.18).
All of the basis functions exhibit non-dispersive behavior.
These singular solutions do not exist if only the discrete part of the spec
trum of the Schrodinger equation is used because in this case the correspond
ing determinant V+(x, t) in equation (4.11) can not be zero. It is shown ex
plicitly in Section 4.3, that by making the ratio Li,j R;j(Pi + Pj) in Lemma
4.1 large enough, the Lyapunov exponent An (x) that corresponds to the series
uCO)(x), u(1)(x), u(2 )(x), ... can be made positive. From this it can be concluded
that the time-evolution of solutions of the KdV-equation associated with the
continuous part of the spectrum is sensitive to small errors in the initial con
dition. In fact, the positive Lyapunov exponent An (x) indicates that the time
evolution of these solutions is chaotic.
The mathematical reason for the singular behavior of the solutions of the
KdV-equation is related to the unstable behavior ofthe inverse scattering prob
lem. In previous studies [14], [36, 37], it is shown that the Marchenko equation
is unstable in the low energy part of the reflection coefficient (poles close to
the origin in the upper half-plane). This is also the reason that in Section 4.4
the results of the KdV-equation could be extended to the KdV-hierarchy. This
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suggests that all other hierarchies of differential equations that can be solved
using an I.S.T. approach have singular solutions that are chaotic.
.In the real physical world singular solutions of the KdV-equations do not
exist. However, from the results of this chapter it can be concluded that if the
initial condition of the KdV-equation has a large amplitude the corresponding
time-evolution is chaotic. It is shown that similar behavior exists for all the
other members of the KdV-hierarchy, and it is indicated that these results can
be generalized to all the other hierarchies that can be solved using an LS.T.

Chapter 5

Error-propagation in weakly
nonlinear inverse problenls
5.1

Introduction

Inverse problems are widely used in many fields of science to relate measured
data to physical relevant model parameters. Under experimental circumstances,
inverse problems are often simplified to more easily solvable linearized inverse
problems. However, by doing so an error in the simplified model is introduced
due to the incorrect theory that is used.
In this chapter we focus on the situation that the data that are used are
contaminated with a statistical error described by a certain density function. If
the density function of the data is Gaussian, then in the situation of a linearized
inversion method, the density function of the estimated model parameter is also
Gaussian. In this situation the mean of the data coincides with the maximum
of the density function of the data, and the mean of the model estimator equals
the mode of the model estimator. However, due to the physical incorrect theory
that is used, nonlinear effects are neglected and a linearization error in the
estimated model parameter is introduced.
In situations that a nonlinear inversion method is used, such a linearization
error is obviously absent. However, due to the nonlinear relation between the
data and the model parameter, a data set generated from a Gaussian error law
with a Gaussian density function in general is mapped on estimates of the model
parameter having a non-symmetric density function. This leads to the situation
that the mean and the mode of the estimated model parameter are not equal,
and a noise-bias in the model estimator is introduced [15].
An experimentalist often has the choice in using a linearized inversion method
or using a nonlinear inversion method. If the linearization error due to the in
correct theory that is used is larger than the noise-bias introduced by nonlinear
71
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error propagation, then the nonlinear inversion method leads to better a estima
tion of the model parameter. However, if the noise-bias due to nonlinear error
propagation is larger then the linearization error, using a linearized inversion
method leads to a better estimation of the model parameter. This may appear
to be a surprising result. Which situation arises is dependent on the degree of
nonlinearity and the variance of the data errors. In this chapter it is assumed
that all the data are uncorrelated and have equal variance. This situation can
always be realized by a linear transformation of the data, if the covariance is
known.
This chapter has the following structure: in Section 5.2 we focus on the
mathematical principles concerning the various statistical properties in the es
timated model parameters. In Section 5.3, we focus on a geophysical example
in order to discuss the principles of Section 5.2. We distinguish two special
situations. In the first case we consider one data-point that is mapped on one
model parameter. In the second case we consider a large number of data that
are mapped on one model parameter.

5.2

The direct and inverse problem

Suppose a direct problem Gi relates a model function m to a set of discrete data

di :
di

= Gi(m),

....,()

d;

= G(mo)

(5.1)

In equation (5.1), the data d~ corresponds to a reference model mo. Defining a
....,()
new set of data by di == di - di , we assume that the relation between the data
di and the model m = m - mo can be expanded in a regular perturbation series
(see Appendix D):
(5.2)
In the following we refer to the data di as the error free data, and to m as the
error free model parameter. We consider an inverse problem with discrete error
free data di that depend on discrete error free model parameters mj (if the
model space is continuous, we assume for simplicity that the model estimator
is restricted to a sub-space spanned by a finite number of basis functions. In
that case a finite set of model parameters mj results, see Appendix D). We
will consider weakly nonlinear problems where in the case of error free data,
up to second order, the forward problem (5.2) can be described by a regular
perturbation series [49]:
(5.3)
In equation (5.3) and in the following the EinBtein Bummation convention is
used which implies that summation is implied over all repeated indices. The
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abbreviation h.o.t. in equation (5.3) stands for higher order terms. In a real
experiment the data di are measured, and one wants to retrieve the model
parameter mj. In this study it is assumed that the estimated error free model
parameters mi can be expressed as a regular perturbation series in the data d;:
(5.4)

aU)

The inverse problem is solved if the coefficients
and a~]k are known. It is
shown for example in Appendix E that the standard approach Gauss-Newton
iteration using repeated linearization can be written in the form (5.4). In Ap
pendix F we derive, the coefficients the coefficients a~;) and a~]k using a least
squares technique.
Once the coefficients
and a~]k are known, the error made by linearizing
the inverse problem can easily be calculated. If the inverse problem is linearized,
but if the measured data d; are generated by a nonlinear direct problem we find
that the estimated model parameters mf are given by:

aU)

(5.5)

In equation (5.5), the data dj are generated by equation (5.3). The linearized
model estimator mf should be compared with the model parameter inferred
from the nonlinear estimation defined by equation (5.4). The error Amf made
by incorrectly assuming that the inverse problem is linearized, is up to second
order equal to:
A
L _
(2)d.d
(56)
um;
- m, - m;L - a;j
k J k
•
A

A.

A

This quantity will be referred to as the linearization error. The linearization
error is a systematic error made by incorrectly assuming that the inverse problem
is linear. We want to remark that due to the fact that the data have a random
error, the linearization error is also contaminated with a random error. Since
we are interested in the systematic part of the linearization error we treat it
as a non-stochastic variable. In the following, quantities contaminated with a
random error are underlined. In this chapter it is assumed that all the data !L
are uncorrelated and have an equal variance (jd. If the data 4; have a variance
(j d and are uncorrelated, then the variance (j m -of a model estimator
can be
approximately calculated from the variance ~. the data:

m.

(5.7)
From equation (5.7) and equation (5.4) it follows that:

(5.8)
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This implies that in lowest order the variance in the model parameter estimator
is given by:
N

L

<Tb.. =

(a~~)<Tf£)

2

(5.9)

q=l

Lastly, we calculate the noise-bias in the estimated model parameter. Suppose
that the data d.i are contaminated with a random error '!1 which has no noise
bias « '!1 >= 0). Then the difference Llti!; between the contaminated model
and the model obtained from error-free data is given by:
Llti!; = aU)'!lj

+ am {d.j '!lIe + '!ljd.,,} + am'!lj '!lk

(5.10)

Taking the explicit value of this expression, and taking into account that the
data covariance matrix Cij is given by < 'fl.'fl. >, then we find using < 'fl. >= 0
-'-'-J
-'-'
that:
A
(2)c
(5.11)
< ll!!h
>= aijl.:
jl.:
A

If the data are uncorrelated and have equal variance <Tf£ (Cij
reduces to:
A
(2) 2
< ll!!h
>= aijj<Tf£
A

(

5.12 )

This implies that even when the data errors are free of a noise-bias « '!1 >= 0),
the nonlinearity leads to a noise-bias in the model estimators.
For practical applications of inverse problems it is interesting to know the
ratio of the noise-bias in the estimated model parameters and the linearization
error. If the noise-bias in a model estimator is larger than the linearization
error, a linearized inverse problem leads paradoxically to a better estimation of
the model parameter. From equation (5.6) and equation (5.12), it follows that
the ratio of the noise-bias and the linearization error is equal to:
(5.13)
From equation (5.13) it can be concluded that the ratio ofthe noise-bias and the
linearization error is roughly proportional to <T~Id 2 • This implies that the signal
to noise ratio (S IN) is an indication for the rati~ of the linearization error and the
noise-bias. If we refer in the following to the SIN ratio, we mean the ratio ofthe
rms value of the data S == V ~,
LJi U,i and the noise N which is equal to <T_d. From
equation (5.13) it follows that we can use as a rule of thumb, that the noise-bias
is larger than the linearization error if SIN < 1. In the next section, we verify
equation (5.13) explicitly in a geophysical example in the case of one single
model parameter. Alternatively, the error in the linearized model estimators
can be compared to the error in the nonlinear model estimators by computing
the mean squared error, in which also the variance of the density function is
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included [50]. However, due to fact that the variances of the linearized and
nonlinear density functions are equal (to leading order), the mean squared error
is not discussed in this chapter.
The ratio of the noise-bias in the model estimator obtained using a nonlinear
inversion method and the variance of the estimated model parameter is given
by:

< Llrih >

(5.14)
(1)

Eq

) 2

( a iq 0".4,

From equation (5.14), it is concluded that if the inverse problem is nearly linear
(a~n
0), the noise-bias in the estimated model parameter is smaller than
the variance 0"iii. of the estimated model parameters. More generally, the ratio
(5.14) depends-~n the nonlinearity over the range of O"d. From equation (5.14),
it can be concluded that if the nonlinearity is strong over the range of the
variance 0".4" a linearized inversion method leads to a better estimation of the
model parameters. Lastly, the ratio of the linearization error and the variance
is given by:

::

(5.15)
(1)

E q ( aiq

O"i,

) 2

In the following section we will illustrate this for a geophysical example in the
simple case of only one model parameter.

5.3

A geophysical example

In this section we give a simplified numerical illustration of nonlinear error
propagation. We do not intend to give an example of a realistic experiment,
but we want to illustrate the principles of the previous section. It is shown in
ref. [32] that in a medium having a constant velocity gradient:

c(Z) =

Co

+ 'YZ,

(5.16)

the position of a ray traveling through this medium is given by a circle segment.
In equation (5.16) the velocity field c(z) has a constant velocity gradient 'Y and
a velocity Co at z = O. Furthermore, it is shown in ref. [32] that the traveltime
of a wavefront traveling along the ray is given by:
2

cosh['Y(T - To)]

=

(X r -

XO)2

+ (Zr + ~)2 + ~

2~(z
-y

~)

r+-y

(5.17)

In equation (5.17) the position of the receiver is represented by the coordinates
X r and Zr, the position of the source is given by Xo, Zo = O. The reference time
To gives the time that the ray leaves the source in (xo, Zo = 0).
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Figure 5.1: Example of the velocity models. Each model is indicated with a
different line thickness.

In the numerical experiments that follow we consider a very simple earth
model in which the trend of the P-velocity is based upon the iasp91 model
[51]. Above and below a depth of 660 km a constant velocity gradient (5.16)
is assumed. At a depth of 660 km a discontinuity is present. The jump of the
velocity across this discontinuity is in fact the model parameter that we want
to resolve. In Figure 5.1, an example of six velocity models for five different
values of the discontinuity, increasing from a discontinuity that is equal to zero
to a maximum discontinuity that is equal to 2 km/sec is given.
For the velocity models of Figure 5.1, the rays and the traveltimes in both
the media above and below the discontinuity are circle segments If the distance
between the source and the receiver is smaller than 3000 km, all the rays turn
above the 660 km discontinuity. If the source receiver distance is larger, then
the rays penetrate below the discontinuity. If a ray crosses the discontinuity,
the boundary conditions are given by Snell's law. In Figure 5.2 an example of
the rays is given for 100 different velocity models. The distance between the
source and the receiver is 4000 km. For all the rays that are plotted in Figure
5.2, the traveltimes can be calculated using equation (5.17). In Figure 5.3 the
traveltimes curves are given for source-receiver distances between 2000 km and
9000 km as a function of the discontinuity. We see from Figure 5.3 that for
source-receiver distances smaller than 3000 km the traveltime curve is nearly
linear as a function of the model parameter. For source receiver distances larger
than 3000 km, the relation between the traveltimes and the discontinuity is
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Figure 5.2: Example of the rays at a source receiver distance of 4000 km within
the range of the model parameter.
nonlinear.
In the experiments that follow, the measured traveltimes are the data. The
single model parameter is the velocity jump across the discontinuity. In the most
simple illustration of nonlinear error propagation only one data-point and one
model parameter are involved. Suppose a traveltime is measure9 for only one
single source-receiver distance, then, if the relation between the traveltime and
the discontinuity is bijective, the corresponding discontinuity can be estimated
using the traveltime curves of Figure 5.3. In the following the error-propagation
is discussed in the case of one data-point and one model parameter.

5.3.1

Case 1: One model parameter and one data-point

If only one single data-point and only one single model parameter is present,
equation (5.3) reduces to:
d

= G(1)m + cC 2 )m 2 + h.o.t.

(5.18)

Similarly the corresponding error free inverse problem (5.4) reduces to:

m. = a(l)d + a(2)d2 + h.o.t.
The inverse problem (5.19) is solved if the coefficients a(l) and
The coefficients (F.8) in Appendix F simplify in this case to:
a

(1) _ _1_
- G(l)

(5.19)
a(2)

are known.
(5.20)
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Figure 5.3: The traveltime curves for source-receiver distances between 2000
km and 9000 km (thick solid curve) as a function of the discontinuity and the
linearized traveltime curves around a discontinuity of 0.5 km/sec (thin solid
curve).
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Similarly, the coefficient
F·,

a(2)
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can be derived from equation (F.9) in Appendix
(5.21 )

Following Section 5.2 the expression for the linearization error (5.6) reduces to:
(5.22)
From equation (5.22) it can be concluded that the linearization error is large
compared to the linear model update (a(1)d) if a(2)d2 » a(1)d. We can calcu
late the variance in the model estimator by simplifying the formula of Section
5.2. The variance of the estimated model parameter is equal to:
(5.23)
Lastly, following Section 5.2 we find that the noise-bias in the model which is
represented by equation (5.12) reduces to:
(5.24)
From equation (5.13), we get the simple result for the ratio of the noise-bias
and the linearization error:

< ~m. >
~mL

= _ (lT4)2
d

(5.25)

From equation (5.25), it follows that the linearization error is much smaller than
the noise-bias in the estimated model parameter if lTd ~ d. It is remarkable that
this result does not depend on the coefficients G(lfand a(2) that characterize
the direct and inverse problem but only the of the noise N == lTd and the signal
S == d. Equation (5.25) implies that if the linearization is car-;:ied out closely
around the true model (d == d - do -+ 0), the linearization error is relatively
small with compared to the noise-bias. In the following numerical example we
illustrate this principle.
In Figure 5.4 the full curve represents the nonlinear traveltime curve at a
source receiver distance of 4000 km. The broken curve represents the lineariza
tion of the relation between the discontinuity and the the traveltime around
1.4 km/sec. We construct the density function of the data numerically using a
random number generator that generates an ensemble of data consistent with
the properties of the data density function. The density function of the data
set is assumed to be Gaussian with variance lTd. It was shown for LS.C. travel
times that the density function can be approximated well by a Gaussian density
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function [52]. The histogram of the density function of the model parameter
estimator is constructed by mapping every randomly generated traveltime on
its corresponding value of the discontinuity.
We distinguish two situations. In the first situation, we choose (J'd > d.
From equation (5.25), it follows that in this case the noise-bias is larger than
the linearization error, which implies that a linearized inversion method leads
to the best estimation of the model parameters. This situation is realized for a
density function of the data having an expectation value at t = 432.5 sec and
a variance (J'!! = 0.5 sec. The full curve in Figure 5.5 represents the density
function of the model estimator if a nonlinear inversion method is used. It
is observed from the full curve in Figure 5.5 that the density function of the
estimated model parameter is non-symmetric due to the nonlinearity in the
traveltime curve that is used. The mean of the nonlinear density function in
Figure 5.5 is equal to 1.01 km/sec (this is indicated by the thick solid vertical
line), whereas the true model estimator is equal to 1.1 km/sec (the thin solid
vertical line). This under-estimation is partly due to the long tail of the density
function of the model estimator introduced by the flattening of the nonlinear
traveltime curve in Figure 5.4. The distance between the thick and the vertical
solid lines corresponds to the noise-bias < ~m >. If the noise-bias is computed
using equation (5.24), we find that < ~m > is equal to -1.73 km/sec. This
is in disagreement with Figure 5.5 because of the fact that the data variance is
large with respect to the scale of the nonlinearity in traveltime curve in Figure
5.4. The broken curve in Figure 5.5 represents the density function of the
model parameter if the relation between the data set and the model-parameter
is linearized around m = 1.4 km/sec. The mode of the density function obtained
from the linearized inversion is equal to m = 1.13 km/sec. The distance between
the dashed and the thin vertical solid lines corresponds to the linearization error
um L .
In this experiment, it is illustrated that if (J'!! > d, the noise-bias in the
estimated model parameter is larger than the linearization error. As a result of
this, one should conclude that if (J'd > d, a linearized inversion method leads to
better estimation of the model pa'i="ameters. This observation is in accordance
with equation (5.25), in which it is shown that the ratio of the noise-bias and
the linearization error depends completely of the signal to noise ratio.
In the second case that we distinguish is (J'd < d. It follows from formula
(5.25), that if (J'4 < d, the noise-bias is small;r than the linearization error.
Consequently, a nonlinear inversion method leads to a better estimation of the
model parameters. In Figure 5.6 the experiments that are carried out for (J'!! =
0.5 sec, are repeated for (J'd = 0.1 sec. The full curve represents the density
function of the model esti~ator in case of a nonlinear inversion. The density
function of the model estimator is nearly Gaussian because the nonlinearity of
the traveltime curve is small over the range of the variance (J'4.. The mean of
the nonlinear density function estimates a discontinuity of 1.09 km/sec, whereas
the true value of the discontinuity is 1.1 km/sec. If the noise-bias is computed
"
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Figure 5.4: Traveltime curve for a source-receiver distance of 4000 km (full
curve), and the linearization around a discontinuity of 1.4 km/sec (broken
curve).

using equation (5.24), we find that < Llm > is equal to 0.07 km/sec. This is in
agreement with Figure 5.6 because of the fact that the data variance is small
with respect to the scale of the nonlinearity in traveltime curve in Figure 5.4.
The broken curve in Figure 5.6 represents the density function of the model
parameter which is the result of the linearized inversion method. The mean of
the density function obtained after a linearized inversion is equal to 1.13 km/sec.
This implies that if (J'!! < d, using a nonlinear inversion method leads to the
better estimation of the model parameter. Note also that an error analysis based
on a linearized inversion theory would give a false impression of the accuracy
of the inversion because the true model parameter (the thin vertical line), lies
completely at the tail of the density function computed with a linearized theory
(the dashed density function).
The numerical experiments that are presented above indicate that in the
special case of one model parameter and one data-point a linearized inversion
method leads to the best estimation of the model parameter if O"!! > d and a
nonlinear inversion method leads to the best estimation of the model parameter
if O"d < d. In the following sub-section, we repeat these experiments in the case
of N data and one single model parameter. It is shown that using more data
can lead to a smaller noise-bias in the estimated model parameters.
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Figure 5.5: Density function of the estimated model parameter if the distance
between the source and the receiver is 4000 km. The data variance is equal to
(Fd
0.5 km/sec. The density function for the nonlinear inversion is given by
the full curve, the density function of the linearized inversion is given by the
broken curve (the vertical lines in the same line-style indicate the mean of both
curves). The thin vertical line indicates the true model parameter.
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Figure 5.6: Same as Figure 5.5, but for
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= 0.1 km/sec.
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Case 2: One model parameter and n data

In the case.of one single model parameter and N data, the direct problem (5.3),
takes the following form:
d; = G~l)m + G~2)m2

+ h.o.t.

(5.26)

The inverse problem that corresponds with equation (5.4) is given by:

m=

ap)di

+ a~])didj + h.o.t.

(5.27)

The inverse problem (5.27) is solved if both the coefficients ap) and a~~) are
known. From equation (F.8) in Appendix F, it follows that the least-s~uares
solution of the coefficients
is equal to:

aF)

(5.28)
In a similar fashion it can be derived from equation (F.9) in Appendix F, that
the coefficients a~]) are equal to:
(2) _

a·

'v

2C(2) (1)
i av -

3'"
{C(1)C(2)} (1) (1)
LJq
q
q
a av

n:

i

---'------=.!..--:7-:---'------:~-

p

C~l)F

(5.29)

From equation (5.5) it follows that if it is incorrectly assumed that the inverse
problem is linear while the direct problem is nonlinear, a linearization error
which is equal to:
(5.30)
is introduced.
We can calculate the variance of the model estimator similarly as in Section
5.2. We find that the variance of the estimated model parameter is given by:
(5.31)
Lastly, equation (5.12) for the noise-bias in the estimated model parameter
reduces to:
< ~m >= a~J)ui; == a~;)ui
(5.32)
From equation (5.30) and equation (5.32), it follows that the ratio of the noise
bias and the linearization error is given by:
(5.33)
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It is observed from equation (5.33) that the ratio of the noise-bias and the lin

earization still depends on signal to noise ratio S/ N, but in contrast to equation
(5.25), equation (5.33) also depends on the on the coefficients a~J). This implies
that depending on the coefficients a~J), the sum L~l a~;) O'J in the numerator

of equation (5.33) or the sum L~8=1 a~;)drd8 in the deno~inator of equation
(5.33) may vanish.
From the expressions for the noise-bias (5.32), the variance (5.31) and the
linearization error (5.30), one can conclude that, due to the summation over the
data 4, or the variance 0' d, using more data can lead to a smaller variance and
noise-bias, but not to smaller linearization error. This can be shown explicitly if
the direct problem (5.26) has identical data-kernels i.e.: the same measurement
is carried out repeatedly (OP) 0(1) and 0~2) 0(2)). It can easily be checked
that in this situation the coefficients
and a~J) are equal to:

=

(1) _
ai

-

1

ap)

1

N 0(1)

=

hence the variance of the model estimator

1

0'!Jl.

-1

(2) _

a ij

0'!Jl.

O'd

0(2)

N2 {0(1)}3'

-

(5.34)

is equal to:

= .IN Oel)

(5.35)

From equation (5.35), it follows that in case of a direct problem having identical
data kernels, the variance O'm of the model estimator becomes smaller if more
data are added to the data s-;t. In this special case, the noise-bias of the model
estimator is equal to:
,
1 0(2)
2
(5.36)
< ~m. >= - N {O(l)pO'.4.
Therefore, we can conclude from equation (5.36) that if the number of data is
increased, the noise-bias in the estimated model parameter becomes smaller and
that the noise-bias decreases faster with the number of measurements than the
varIance. Finally, using equation (5.34) the linearization error is equal to:
(5.37)
Note that the linearization error is independent on the number of measurements.
From equation (5.35) and (5.36), it can be concluded in the special case of equal
data kernels, more data leads to a smaller variance and a smaller noise-bias of
the model estimator. Ultimately, for large values of N, the linearization error
will be larger than both the variance and the noise-bias. This implies that in
that situation a nonlinear inversion is needed.
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Figure 5.7: Density function of the estimated model parameter if the nonlinear
traveltime curves for source receiver distances of 2000,3000, .. ',9000 km are
used. The data variance is (T4. 0.5 km/sec.

=

The principle that using more data can lead to a better estimation of the
model parameter is shown in an example in which no equal data kernels are
present. In Figure 5.7, the density function of the model parameter estimator
is presented, if traveltime curves at distances of 2000, 3000 , ... , 9000 km are
used (Figure 5.3). The model parameter is estimated by minimization of the
norm Li 114i - d;(m)ll, where the data d;(m) are given by equation (5.26). The
data that are used are uncorrelated and have an equal variance (Td = 0.5 sec.
The mean of retrieved density function estimates a discontinuity of f09 km/sec,
whereas the true value of the discontinuity is equal to 1.1 km/sec. If Figure 5.7
is compared to Figure 5.4, it is concluded that using more data leads to a more
accurate model estimation with a smaller noise-bias and variance. Furthermore,
it can be conclude from this numerical experiment that using more data leads
to a smaller variance of the model parameter estimator. The reason for this
result lies in the fact that by using more data the effect of nonlinearity averages
out.

5.4

Conclusions

In this chapter the error propagation for weakly nonlinear inverse problems is
discussed. Under experimental circumstances nonlinear inversion methods often
are simplified to more easily solvable linearized inversion methods. If the data
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set is contaminated with a statistical error having a Gaussian density function, a
linearized inverse problem, leads to a model estimator that is also contaminated
with a statistical error having a Gaussian density function. In that case the
mode of the density function of the model estimator and the mean of the density
function are equal. However due to the physical incorrect theory that is used,
a linearization error is introduced. On the other hand if a nonlinear inversion
method is used, the applied theory is more correct from physical point of view,
but as a result of the nonlinear propagation of errors, the density function of the
model parameter is non-Gaussian. This implies that the mean and the mode are
no longer equal. As a result a noise-bias in the estimated model parameter is
introduced. It depends on the choice of the model estimator whether a linearized
inversion method or a nonlinear inversion method leads to the best estimation
of the model parameters. If the model parameter is estimated by the mean, a
nonlinear inversion method leads to the best result if the noise-bias is smaller
than the linearization error and conversely, a linearized inversion method leads
to the best result if the noise-bias is larger than the linearization error.
For the simple case of only one model parameter and one data-point it
is concluded from Section 5.3 that it depends completely on the ratio (J"!if d
whether the linearization error is larger than the noise-bias. If (J" d > d, the
noise-bias is larger than the linearization error, hence a linearized inversion
method paradoxically leads to the best estimation of the model parameters.
Conversely, if (J"d < d, the linearization error is larger than the noise-bias and a
nonlinear inversion method leads to the best estimation of the model parameter.
We remark that since the data d depend on the initial guess of the model
parameter, that if a linearization is carried out around the true model parameter,
a linearized inversion method always leads to the best estimation of the model
parameter.
It is shown in section 5.3 that using more data to estimate the model pa
rameter can lead to a more accurate estimation of the model parameter. This
is made explicit in the case of equal data kernels.

Chapter 6

Error-propagation in
nonlinear delay-time
tomography
6.1

Introduction

Delay-time tomography is one of the most powerful tools for retrieving infor
mation about the Earths' interior by solving slowness perturbations from trav
eltime residuals. In a real experiment the measured traveltime residuals are
related nonlinearly to the slowness perturbation which is taken into account
in nonlinear traveltime tomography [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58]. The nonlinearity
is to leading order accounted for by ray perturbation theory of Snieder and
Sambridge [59, 60, 61], which gives the quadratic relation between the slowness
perturbation and the traveltime perturbation. This nonlinear dependence of
the traveltimes on the slowness perturbation is caused by ray-bending effects.
In this chapter, the perturbation theory of Snieder and Sambridge [60] is used
to formulate a inversion method which describes to lowest order the effects of
the nonlinearity, and that can be used to investigate the nonlinear propagation
of errors in a generic cross-borehole problem.
In practical applications of delay-time tomography the decision has to be
made whether a nonlinear inversion method or a linearized inversion method is
used. If a linearized inversion method is used, an error due to the linearization
of the inverse problem is made. A nonlinear inversion method has the property
that the theory that is used is more correct from a physical point of view.
However, the nonlinearity in the inversion method leads to a noise-bias in the
estimated model parameters through the process of nonlinear error propagation
[15, 62].
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In this chapter we focus on the matter of linearized versus nonlinear travel
time tomography in the case of data contaminated with a statistical error. In a
real experiment a set of traveltimes is measured from which statistical properties
such as the mean, variance are assumed to be known. It was shown for 1.8.C.
traveltimes , that the density function of traveltime data can be approximated
well by a Gaussian density function [52]. If a linearized inversion method is
used, the density function of the model parameters is also Gaussian [15, 62].
However, in such a linearized inversion, the model estimators are contaminated
with a linearization error. If a nonlinear inversion method is used, a noise-bias
in the estimated model can arise because of nonlinear error-propagation. If the
linearization error is larger than the noise-bias, nonlinear tomography leads to
a better estimation of the model parameters. Conversely, if the noise-bias in
the estimated model parameters is larger than the linearization error linearized
tomography paradoxically leads to a better estimation of the model parame
ters. Dorren et al. [62] showed that in case of a nonlinear inversion method
for a single data measurement and one single model parameter, the ratio of the
linearization error and the noise-bias is equal to the square of the signal to noise
ratio. In this chapter we investigate the linearization error and the noise-bias
due to nonlinear error propagation, for a tomographic problem consisting of a
large number of model parameters and a large number of data.
This chapter has the following structure. In the next section, the tomography
problem is formulated using perturbation theory, in such a way that a statistical
analysis can be applied to largest order in the nonlinearity. We continue by
formulating the statistical properties of the model parameters. Furthermore,
the effect of the linearization error, the noise-bias of model parameters and
the variance of the estimated model parameters are compared. These results
are numerically illustrated in a synthetic tomography experiment. Technical
matters are added as two small appendices.

6.2

Nonlinear delay-time Tomography

In a high frequency limit the location for the position of a wavefront is given
by the eikonal equation. From the eikonal equation, it follows that the position
vector of a ray res) is given by the equation of kinematic ray tracing [32]:

») -_ c[r(s)]
1

d ( 1 dr( s
ds c[r(s)] ~

V'

(6.1)

The traveltime T, of the true ray path is given by:
T=

1
--ds
ray c[r(s)]

1

(6.2)

The position of a ray r(s) is a function of the path-length s along the ray.

Assume that the slowness 1/c(r) can be decomposed in a constant reference
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slowness and a small slowness perturbation fJ.!(r):

1
c(r)

1
Co

-=-+fJ.!(r)

(6.3)

In the following the slowness perturbation fJ.!(r) is the model function which has
to be retrieved. The parameter f is used to facilitate a systematic mathematical
analysis. As a result of the perturbation of the reference 'velocity Co as given in
equation (6.3), we assume that the corresponding ray r(s) can also be expanded
in a regular perturbation series:

(6.4)
It is shown in ref. [60] that without loss of generality it can be assumed that
the ray perturbation can be chosen perpendicular to the reference ray ro(s):
d

ri

1. dsro(s)

i ~ 1

(6.5)

The traveltime T is implicitly also a function of the ray-position and the slow
ness. This implies that the traveltime T can also be expanded in a perturbation
serIes:
(6.6)
In the special case of a homogeneous reference medium, expressions for the
traveltime perturbations TCO), T(1) and T(2) are given by Snieder [59]. General
expressions for the traveltimes have been given by Snieder and Sambridge [60].
In the case of a homogeneous reference medium, the first order ray-bending
rl(s) follows from eq. (40) of ref. [59] and is given by:

rl(s)

=

1£

K(s, s')\7l.J.!(s')ds'

(6.7)

where \7 l.J.!(S') represents the gradient of the slowness perturbation perpendic
ular to the ray-path, and L is the path-length of the reference ray over which
the integration is carried out. In equation (6.7), the integration is performed
over the straight reference ray. The integral kernel K(s, s') is given by:

,
K(s,s)=

{ - (1 - i) s' Co
-

(1 - L") SCo

O:::;s':::;s:::;L
O:::;s:::;s':::;L

(6.8)

The zero-th order traveltime perturbation TCO) as a result of the constant ref
erence medium integrated over the straight reference ray is given by:
TCO)

=

1

ref. ray

!.-ds,
Co

(6.9)
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It is shown by Snieder [59] that the first order traveltime perturbation T(1) is

given by:
T(1)

f

=

J.l[ro(s)]ds,

(6.10)

lref. ray

and that the second order perturbation on the traveltime T(2) is given by:
T(2)

=

1
-2

1

dsl

ref. ray

ds' K(s, s')'V J.J.l[ro(s)] . 'V J.J.l[ro(s')]

(6.11)

ref. ray

From equation (6.10) and (6.11), we obtain for the relation between the travel
time residuals d = T - T(O), and the slowness-perturbation J.l[r(s)] (suppressing
the perturbation parameter f. ):

d=

1

1

1

1
J.l[ro(s)]ds+ds
ds' K(s, s')'VJ.J.l[ro(s)]·'V J.J.l[ro(s)]
2 ref. ray
ref. ray
ref. ray

(6.12)
The direct problem of equation (6.12) relates the slowness perturbation J.l[ro(s)]
to the observed data di . It can be seen from equation (6.12), that the nonlinear
contribution to the traveltimes is large if the slowness perturbation has strong
gradients perpendicular to the ray-path. For simplicity the slowness perturba
tion J.l(x, z) is expanded in a set of N basis functions Bi(X, z):
N

J.l(x, z) =

l: m;Bi(x, z)

(6.13)

i=1

Let 1i(1) be the first order traveltime perturbation for ray number i. If we insert
equation (6.13) in equation (6.10), then we find for the linear term:
1i(1)

=

1 .

N

J.l[ro(s)]ds

ref. ray

Using the definition:

= l: mj f

lref. ray

j=1

1

GU) == 1
.dsBj(x, z),
ref. ray

. Bj(x, z)ds

(6.14)

1

(6.15)

1

equation (6.14) takes the following form:
(6.16)
We can expand the quadratic term in equation (6.11) into basis functions in a
similar fashion:
N

'V .l.J.l{ro(s)} . 'V .l.J.l{ro(s')}

=L

N

L mimj 'V

J.

{Bi(X, z)} . 'V J. {Bj (x', z')}

;=1 j=1

(6.17)
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If we substitute equation (6.17) in equation (6.11) for ray number i and after
defining:

om == ~ f

iref. ray

. dsl

. ds' K(s, s')\7.L {Bj(x, z)}· \7.L {Bk(x', z')},

1

1

ref. ray

(6.18)
the quadratic contribution to the traveltime perturbation can be written as:
N

T i(2) =

L

O~;kmjmk

(6.19)

j,k=l

Combination of equation (6.16) and equation (6.19) leads to the following second
order relation between the traveltime residuals and the model parameters mi:
(6.20)
In equation (6.20), the data di are related weakly nonlinear to the model pa
rameters mj' In the next section we derive expressions for the corresponding
inverse problem. Furthermore, we formulate expressions for the linearization
error and the noise-bias for the retrieved model estimators.

6.3

The direct and inverse problem

In a real tomography experiment the data di are measured, and one wants to
retrieve the model parameter mj. In this study it is assumed for simplicity that
the estimated error-free model parameters mi can be expressed as a regular
perturbation series in the error-free data di .

mi =

M

M

j=l

j,k=l

L a~;)dj + L

aUkdjd k

+ ...

(6.21)

It is shown in Appendix E that the standard approach Gauss-Newton iteration,
using repeated linearization can be written in the form (6.21). In practical
applications of nonlinear tomography, the Gauss-Newton iteration method is
commonly applied e.g. ref. [57]. The inverse problem is solved if the coefficients
and
are known. In Appendix F we derive the coefficients a~J) and
corresponding to the standard least-squares solution.
For several reasons nonlinear inverse problems are often simplified to the
more easily solvable linearized inverse problems. However by ignoring the non
linear terms in the estimator (6.21) one introduces an error in the estimated
model parameters. Once the coefficients a~p and a~n are known one can easily

aU)

am

am
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calculate the error made by linearizing the inverse problem. If the inverse prob
lem is linearized, but if the data di are generated by a nonlinear direct problem
we find that the linearized parameter estimators m~L) are given by:
M

mf = EaWdj

(6.22)

j=l

In equation (6.22), the data dj are generated by equation (6.20). This should
be compared with the model parameter inferred from the nonlinear estimation
defined by equation (6.21). The error ~mf made by incorrectly assuming that
the inverse problem is linearized, is up to second order equal to:
M
A
L _
L _ ""' (2)d'd
llm
i - m. - mi - ~ aijk J k
A

A

•

(6.23)

A

j,k=l

This quantity will be referred to as the linearization error. The linearization
error is a systematic error made by incorrectly assuming that the inverse problem
is linear. We want to remark that due to the fact that the data have a random
error the linearization error is also contaminated with a random error. Since
we are interested in the systematic part of the linearization error, we treat it
as a non-stochastic variable. In the following, quantities contaminated with a
random error are underlined. In this chapter it is assumed that all the data are
uncorrelated and have equal variance O'j. In that case, the variance O'!f!.. of a
model estimator mi is given by:


O'b..

N (fr
=E
j=l

;;.i 0'4.)2

(6.24)

-J

From equation (6.24) and equation (6.21) it follows that:
N

O'b..

=

E ({ a~~) + a~;~4k + am4j } 0"4.)

2

(6.25)

j,q,k=l

This implies that to lowest order the variance in the estimated model parameter
is given by:
N

O'b..

= E (a~~)O'4.)

2

(6.26)

q=l

Lastly, we calculate the noise-bias in the estimated model parameter due to the
nonlinear propagation of errors. Suppose that the data 4 are contaminated
with a random error TJ., then the difference ~!lli between the contaminated
model and the model obtained from error-free data is given by:

~m.

M

= L: {a~J)TJj + a~;k{4{!l.k + !l.j4k} + am!l.j!l.k}
j,k=l

(6.27)
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We will assume that the data-errors do not have a noise-bias: < 'Tli >= 0 (where
< . > denotes the expectation value). Taking into account thatthe covariance
matrix Cij is given by Cij =< -'-4-)
1J.1J. >, we find using < -'-4
1J. >= 0 that the
expectation value of the error in the estimated model parameter is given by:

A

< ll11!:; >=
0

M
~

w

(2)c

aijk

(6.28)

jk

j,k=l

If the data are uncorrelated and have variance
M
L
< llm· >a ..
A

0

(J'd.,

(2)·(J'd (J'd =
'JJ - j - j

_

"-'-'"

j=l

-J

this reduces to:

LM a ..

(2) 2

·(J'd
'JJ _

(6.29)

j=l

This implies that even when the data errors are free of a bias « 1J. >= 0), the
nonlinearity leads to a noise-bias in the model estimators due to the nonlinear
error-propagation associated with the quadratic mapping from the data to the
model estimators.
For practical applications of inverse problems it is interesting to know the
ratio of the noise-bias in the estimated model parameters and the linearization
error. If the noise-bias in a estimated model parameter is larger than the lin
earization error, a linearized inverse problem leads paradoxically to a better
estimation of the model parameter. From equation (6.23) and equation (6.29),
it follows that the ratio of the noise-bias and the linearization error is equal to:

(6.30)

From equation (6.30) it can be concluded that the ratio of the noise-bias and
the linearization error is roughly proportional to «(J'4! d)2. This implies that
the signal to noise ratio (SIN) is an indication for the ratio of the linearization
error and the noise-bias. If we refer in the following to the SIN ratio, we mean
the ratio of the rms value of the data S and the noise N which is equal to (J'd.
From equation (6.30) it follows that we can use as a rule of thumb, that t~
noise-bias is larger than the linearization error if SIN < 1. In the following
section we investigate this matter in a tomographic example. Dorren et al. [62],
showed for one single model parameter and one single data parameter, that
equation (6.30), only depends on the ratio ((J'dld)2 and not on the strength of
the nonlinearity. Furthermore, they showed that using more data can lead to
a smaller noise-bias in the estimated model parameter. In the next section we
use a numerical example to investigate the consequences of equation (6.30) in
case of a large number of data and model parameters.
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Numerical Example

In Figure 6.1a the slowness field that is used in a synthetic tomographyexperi
ment is presented. A cross-section of this model is given by the thick full curve
in Figure 6.2. For simplicity, the slowness field exhibits only variations in the
vertical z direction, variations of the slowness with the horizontal distance are
not included in this example. In the experiments that follow a homogeneous
reference slowness of 0.167 s/km is chosen. The perturbations on the refer
ence slowness are parameterized using 11 basis functions based on a Fourier
series of 5 sine basis functions and 6 cosine basis functions including a constant.
The maximum slowness perturbation is about 10 % of the reference slowness
perturbation, see Figure 6.2.
In Figure 6.1b the positions of the reference rays are presented. The source
positions are at the vertical z-axis at x = -1 km. The receiver positions are at
the vertical z-axis at x
1 km. This example roughly has the characteristics
of a cross-borehole tomographic experiment. In Figure 6.1c the curved rays are
presented as calculated by equation (6.7). Note from the Figures 6.1a and 6.1c
that the rays tend to cluster in the high velocity regions and are expelled from
the low-velocity regions. This reflects the fact that the rays are curves that
minimize the traveltime. Comparing the ray coverage of the straight rays in the
reference model (Figure 6.1b), with the curved rays in Figure 6.1c, it will be
clear that the ray bending effects adversely affect the conditioning of the inverse
problem.
From the information about the parameterization of the slowness pertur
bation and the source and receiver positions, the data kernels G~p and G~n
can be calculated using equation (6.16) and equation (6.19). From the data
kernels
and G~Jk the least-squares solution of ~he coefficients
.and a~n
can be computed. The result is presented by equatIOn (F.8) and equatIOn (F.9)
in Appendix F. By choosing 100 rays and 11 model parameters the maximum
condition number of the matrix M = {G(1)VG(l) in equation (F.8) is about
10, which implies that the inverse problem is well-posed and for calculation of
the coefficients a~p and a~n, no additional damping has to be introduced.
The dashed-dotted curve in Figure 6.2 represents the reproduction of the
model function using the linearized inversion method that is given in equation
(6.22). The variance reduction of the linearized inversion is 74 %. From a
physical point of view, a linearized inversion method implies that the traveltime
residuals that are computed using the curved rays of Figure 6.1c, are mapped
on a set of model parameters by incorrectly assuming that the rays are straight.
As witnessed from Figure 6.2, a linearized inversion method leads to an un
der estimation of the reconstructed slowness. The physical explanation of this
effect is based on the fact that the true (curved) rays are curves of minimum
traveltime. In order to explain these minimum traveltimes by a velocity model
that is integrated over the straight rays of Figure 6.1b (which are not curves
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Figure 6.1: A: The true slowness model that is used in the numerical experi
ments. B: The straight reference rays through the homogeneous reference model.
C: The perturbed rays computed from the slowness model of Fig 6.1a using
equation (6.7).
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Figure 6.2: Cross-section through the real slowness field of Figure 6.1a (Thick
full curve). The model obtained from a linearized inversion is represented by
the thin broken curve, and the model obtained from a nonlinear inversion is
given by the thin full curve.

of minimum traveltime), higher velocities are required to explain the minimum
traveltimes [63, 64]. The maximum linearization error is about 25 % of the
maximum anomaly in regions of strong gradients. This result can be explained
physically because the nonlinearity of the direct problem (6.20) is largest in
regions of strong gradients.
The thin solid curve in Figure 6.2 represents the model reconstruction if the
coefficients that belong to the basis functions are reproduced using a nonlinear
inversion method using equation (6.21). The variance reduction of the nonlinear
model is 86 %. It can be concluded that in case of a slowness perturbation of
about 10 %, a nonlinear inversion leads to a model that fits the rms value of
the data about 12 % better than the model that is obtained from a linearized
inversion. This is due to the fact that in a linearized inversion the theory used
for the inverse problem is inconsistent with the theory which describes the direct
problem.
For the statistics, we assume that the data !b. are corrupted by Gaussian
noise. The noise-bias in the estimated model parameters due to the nonlinear
error-propagation is given by equation (6.29). Equation (6.30) suggests that the
ratio of the linearization error (6.21) and the noise-bias (6.29) is proportional
to signal to noise ratio as defined in the previous section. In Figure 6.3 the thin
solid curve represents the linearization error (6.21) expressed as a percentage
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linearization error versus bias
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Figure 6.3: The linearization error (full curve) and the noise-biases from BIN =
2 (thin dashed curve) up to BIN = 0.3 (thick dashed curve). All quantities are
scaled as a percentage of the maximum slowness perturbation 0.185 s/km.

of the maximum of the slowness perturbation. It is observed from Figure 6.3
that the linearization error is 25 % of the total slowness anomaly in regions
of strong gradients. The dashed curves in Figure 6.3 indicate the noise-bias in
the estimated model as a function of depth for different values of the signal to
noise ratio BIN. The thin dashed curve in Figure 6.3 represents the noise-bias
in the estimated model when BIN
2. If the noise-bias in case of BIN
2
is compared with the linearization error it is observed that if the noise level of
the data is low, the linearization error is larger than the noise-bias in model.
We can conclude that in this situation a nonlinear inversion leads to better
estimation ofthe model. If the noise-level is increased (BIN = 1), it is observed
from Figure 6.3 that the noise-bias is still smaller than the linearization error.
We still conclude that a nonlinear inversion method leads to a better estimation
of the slowness perturbation. It follows from Figure 6.3, that if the noise-level
becomes stronger, a linearized inversion leads to a better estimation of the model
parameters because in this case the noise-bias is larger than the linearization
error.
From the numerical experiments shown in this section we can conclude that
if the signal to noise ratio is larger than unity, a nonlinear inversion leads to the
best estimation of the model. This result is in accord with the rule of thumb
which is derived from equation (6.30). Conversely, if the signal to noise ratio
is smaller than unity, a linearized inversion method paradoxically leads to the
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better estimation for the slowness perturbation. As a consequence of this, using
data sets having a poor signal to noise ratio like the I.S.C. traveltime data could
lead to a noise-bias in the retrieved model which is larger than the linearization
error. If data sets that are used that have a large signal to noise ratio such as
cross-borehole data, using a nonlinearized inversion method leads to a better
estimation of the model parameters.

6.5

Discussion

In this chapter the error-propagation oflinearized tomography is compared with
the propagation of errors in nonlinear tomography. It is assumed that the data
are corrupted by Gaussian noise. If the inverse problem is linearized, the density
function of the model estimators is also Gaussian, but an error due to the
linearization is made. If a nonlinearized inversion method is used, a noise-bias
in the estimated model parameter is introduced [15, 62]. From the numerical
tomography experiment, it is concluded that if the signal to noise ratio is smaller
than unity, a linearized inversion method leads to the best estimation of the
model parameters. If the signal to noise ratio is larger than unity, a nonlinear
inversion method leads to the best estimation of the model parameters. This is
in agreement with the rule of thumb which is derived from equation (6.30). As
a result of this, using data sets having a poor signal to noise ratio like the I.S.C.
traveltime data can lead to a noise-bias in the retrieved model which is larger
than the linearization error.
In the numerical experiment of this chapter, the number of rays, the number
of data, the basis-functions and the reference model were chosen in such a way,
that the corresponding inverse problem is well-posed. In a realistic experiment,
the inverse problem is usually ill-posed, which implies that additional damping
has to be introduced. It follows from the structure of equation (F .9) that the
nonlinear coefficients a~n are proportional to {M- 1 p where M = {G(l)JTG(l).
This implies that the relevant condition number of the nonlinear coefficients a~n
is equal to the third power of the condition number of the linear coefficients.
Because of the 1/ f'(mo? contribution to the last term of equation (E.9) in Ap
pendix F, this behavior is also present using a Gauss-Newton iteration method.
As result of this, the quadratic contribution a~ndjdk is more poorly conditioned
than the linear contribution. The nonlinearity thus renders the inverse problem
more poorly conditioned. This can also be seen by comparing Figures 6.1b and
6.1c; ray bending leads to a more inhomogeneous illumination of the model.

Appendix A

The inverse problem for
rational reflection coefficients
In this appendix we give a brief formulation of the inverse problem for rational
reflection coefficients based upon the formulation of Sabatier [18]. For a detailed
treatment of the mathematics we refer to the book of Chadan and Sabatier [4].
Our starting-point is the following equation:
1
21l'i

+

_1_
21l'i

1
f~~+
r 1

00

1-T(k')F'f(k"X)dk'
k' + k + if

-00
00

f!.~+

-00

R±(k')F±(k',x)exP[±2ik'x]dk' (A.1)
k' + k + if

In equation (A.1) F+(k, x) is defined for x > 0, and F_(k, x) for x
The function F±(k, x) is related to the Jost solutions f±(k, x) by:

< 0,

k E <C.

(A.2)
The Jost solutions f±(k, x) are those solutions of the Schrodinger equation sat
isfying the following boundary conditions:
!+(k,x) :

lim e-ikx!+(k,x) = 1

(A.3)

=1

(AA)

x_oo

lim eikxf_(k,x)

f-(k,x) :

x ....... -oo

They satisfy the following integral equations:
eikx
f-(k,x)

-1

e- ikX

_

00

sin k~ - t) V(t)f+(k, t)dt

{Zoo sink~-t)V(t)f_(k,t)dt
99

(A.5)
(A.6)
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It is quite well known [4] that the functions f ± (k, x) and therefore also the
functions F± (k, x) are holomorphic in CC+. The potential V (x) has to be in the
Faddeev class L~:

i:

(1

+ Ixl)lV(x)ldx < 00

(A.7)

The scattering coefficients R+(k), R_(k), T(k) are defined by the asymptotic
behavior of the physical solution of the Schrodinger equation:

(A.8)

(A.9)
In the case of rational reflection coefficients they take the following form [18]:
(A.IO)
T(k)

=

(A.ll)
(A.I2)

Following Sabatier [18], the degree ofthe polynomial P( k) has to be smaller than
> 0 except if Pi = 0, 1m >./ < O. The transmission coefficient
T( k) is supposed to be an irreducible fraction, and the sets M+, M- , L +, L
contain numbers =F O. If the potential is real than Pk, >'k are pure imaginary. If
!-tk,>'k are not pure imaginary then there exists -!-ti;, ->'i;. It can be shown [4]
that T( k) is meromorphic in CC+ and if there are poles they are in 1m k. If there
are no bound states T( k)F'f (k, x) is holomorphic in CC+ and the first integral
of (A.I) is zero. If T(k)F'f(k, x) is holomorphic in CC+ and all the poles Pi of
R+(k) are simple we can solve the integral (A. 1) by contour integration in the
upper-half plane. The result is:
q. Further 1m Pi

(A.I3)
Solving (A.I3), by letting k run through the set of poles P we obtain a linear
set of algebraic equations that determine F+(Pi) for all values of j. Solving this
set making use of Cramer's rule we obtain after putting y = x:

(A.14)
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where:

V+(x) = det{8ij

-

(Pi

+ Pj )-1 Rjexp[2ipjx])

and V+ (x) is the derivative of V + (x) with respect to x.

(A.15)
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Appendix B

The expansion of the kernel
As shown in appendix A, is the solution of the inverse problem given by equa
tion (A.14). A rational perturbation on the reflection coefficient (A.10)-(A.12)
causes an extension of determinant (A.15) of m rows and columns. We want to
expand the quantity V+(x) in a power series of the perturbation f. In case of a
perturbation the determinant V + (x) is:
1
V+(x) =

-al,n

-<:al,n+l

-<:al,n+m

-an,l

1  an,n

-<:an,n+l

-<:an,n+m

-an+m,l

-an+m,n

-<:an+m,n+l

al,l

1 - <:an+m,n+m
(B.1)

where

RJ_ 2'pp:
.
a" - __
e
'J - Pi + Pj

(B.2)

If we expand equation (B.2) over its last column we obtain the following equa
tion:
n+m
V+(x) =
(_1)(im+m+n)Zim,n+mV~+m(x)
(B.3)

L

i m =l

In equation (B.3), V~+m(x) is the minor of V+(x) with respect to row i m and
column n + m. Further Zij is given by:
(B.4)
f dependence of V~+m(x) into account, equation (B.3) is
of order one. If we expand the minor V~+m(x) over its last

If we do not take the

a polynomial in

f
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row, we obtain:

n+m n+m-1
Vk(X) =

L L

i m =l i rn -

(_l)(im+m+n)( _1)(i m- 1 +m+n-1)x

1 =1

(B.5)
Equation (B.5) is a polynomial in f of order two, ifthe f dependence ofV~+~~':;+m_1 (x)
is not taken into account. If we expand equation (B.1) over its last m columns
we obtain:

n+m
n+1
Vk(X) = L ... L(-l)(i m+m+n)Zi m,n+m" . (-1)(il+1+ n )Zi 1 ,n+1 X
i m =l

i 1 =1

Vi

... h
()
n+m,'... ,n+l x

(B.6)

In equation (B.6), the factors V~,:;.·:.i.~,n+1(x) are not dependent on f anymore.
The summation over the terms zil,n+1 defines a polynomial of order m. This
number is just equal to the number of poles due to the noise added to the
reflection coefficient.

Appendix C

Proof of Theorem 4.1
Our starting point is the Marchenko equation without bound states in the
wavenumber domain [4]:

F (k, x)
+

= 1 + _1_
27ri

lim
o+

1+

Joo-00 dk,R+(k')F+(k',
x)exp[2ik'x] =
k' + k +

i:

€ ......

if

(C.1)

C(k,k')F(k',x)dk'

The function F+(k, x) is related to kernel K+ (x, y) by the following Fourier
transform:

The kernel C(k', k) in equation (C.1) is given by:

C(k, k') = lim _1_ R+(k')exp[2ik'x]
-€ +o+ 2i7r

k'

(C.3)

+ k + if

We can expand equation (C.1) in a series:

F+(k, x) = 1+

i:

C(k', k)dk' +

i:i:

C(k, k')C(k', k")dk'dk" + ... (CA)

or alternatively:

. 1]00 R+(k')e2ik'x
,
k k
. dk +
o 7rZ -00
+' + u

F+(k, x) - 1 = hm -2.
€ ......

1

lim - € ...... o (27ri)2

JOO JOO
-00

-00

R (k')e2ik'x R (k")e2ikllx

dk'dk" +

k + k' + if
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k' + k" + if

+ ...

.

(C.5)
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If the reflection coefficients R+(k) in equation (C.3) are rational functions of
the wavenumber the integrals in equation (C.4) can be solved analytically by
performing a contour integration in CC+. This is justified by the fact that the
reflection coefficient R+(k) ...... O(ljk) if k ...... 00. The poles of the denominator
of equation (C.5) are all situated in CC- so the only contribution to the integrals
of equation (C.5) comes from the poles of R+(k) which are situated in CC+. The
following expression is obtained:
N

N

1= 2: ~e2iPiX + 2:

F+(k, x) -

'-1 k
~-

+ Pi

RiRj

. '-1 (k
'1.,3

+ Pj)(Pi + Pj)

e 2i (Pi+Pi)X+

N

'L...t
" ..,..,.--.....,......,.------"-.,.--.,.---.....,.....e
RiRjRI
2i(Pi+P J-+PI)X
i,j,I=1 (k + PI)(Pj + PI)(Pi + Pj)

+ ...

(C.6)

The Fourier transform (C.2) can now be performed to obtain the kernel K+(x, y):

N

2:

i

RiRjRI

.. 1-1

t,1, 

(Pj

+ PI)(Pi + Pj)

eiPI(X+Y)e2i(Pi+Pi)X

(C.7)

+ ...

After setting y = x and taking the derivative:

Vex)

d

= -2 dx K+(x, x),

(C.8)

the following expression for the recovered potential is obtained.

Vex)

N

N

i=1

i,j=1

= 42: RiPie2iPiX + 42:

Ri R je 2i (Pi+Pi)X+

N

42: (RiRjRI)(Pi + Pj + PI) e2i(Pi+Pi+PI)X + ...
"I

')

(C.9)

(Pi+Pj)(Pj+PI)

Application of the transformation (4.17) on equation (C.9) leads to the series
solution of the KdV-equation (4.18):
u(x, t) = 4

N

N

i=1

i,j=l

2: R;Pie2i(PiX+4P~t) + 4 2: RiRje2i{(Pi+Pi)X+4(P~+P~)t} +
(C.10)

Appendix D

The direct problem having
discrete data
We consider the situation that the model function f is related to a set of discrete
data d i . This relation may be linear or it may be nonlinear. If one has N
discrete data, then the data are the values of N, generally nonlinear continuous
functionals of the unknown model function f. In the following we assume that
the relation between the discrete data d i and the model function f can be
expressed in a regular perturbation series:

di

=

J

FP)(xt}f(Xl)dxl +

J

FP)(Xl' x2)f(xdf(X2) dx l dx 2+'"

i

= 1,2···N

.
We search for solutions of the function
of basis functions <Pi (x) (i 1, ... M):

=

(I).I)

f in a sub-space spanned by a finite set

M

f(x)

=L

mj <Pj (x)

(I).2)

j=l

If we substitute equation (I) .2) is equation (I). 1) we find:
M

di

=

L
j=l

FP)(Xt}<pj(xl)mjdxl

L L JJFP)(Xl' X2)<pj (Xd<pk(x2)mj mk dx l dx 2 + ...
M

+

J
M

(I).3)

j=lk=l

If we identify:

(I).4)
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Gm

JJ

=

Fi(2)(Xl' X2)<Pj(Xl)<Pk(X2) dx l dx 2

(D.5)

then equation (D.3) takes the following form:
di

= G~J>mj + G~]kmjmk + ...

Equation (D.6) is the starting point of Section 5.2.

(D.6)

Appendix E

Gauss-Newton Iteration
In this Appendix, a brief description of the Gauss-Newton iteration method,
that is often applied to solve inverse problems is presented. We consider for
reasons of simplicity, only one data parameter d and one model parameter m.
The result can easily be extended to situations in which N data parameters d;
and M model parameters m; are present. Suppose the direct problem is given
by the following nonlinear relation:

d = f(m)

(E.1)

If we perform a Taylor expansion around the initial estimation ma and write
the first model update m1 as m1 = rna + .6. 1 , then it follows that:

(E.2)
From equation (E.2), we can estimate .6. 1 and hence m1:
.6. 1

=

_

(d - f(ma»)
f'(ma)

,

_

m1 = ma

If we proceed by assuming that rn2 = m1

+

d- f(ma)
f'(rna)

+ .6. 2, we can repeat

(E.3)
this process:

(E.4)
From this result we can estimate .6. 2 :

(E.5)
If we insert a second order Taylor expansion of f(m1):

f(mI)

1
= f(ma) + f'(mI).6. 1 + if"(ma).6.i
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Using equation (E.3), this leads to the following result:
-

d - f(mI)

=-d -

1

2

f(mo) - f'(mI)Ll l - '2f"(mo)Ll1

1
2
= -'2f"(mo)Lll

(E.7)

Using equation (E.5) and (E.7), we can estimate Ll 2

Ll = f"(mo)Lli ~ _ f"(mo) (d _ f(m ))2
2
f'(mt)
fl(mo)3
0
Realizing that m2 = ml +Ll 2 and ml
for m2:

_
m2

_

1

-

= mo + f'(mo) (d -

(E.8)

= mo+Ll 1 , we find the following expression
1 f"(mo) -

_

f(mo)) -

'2 fl(mo)3 (d -

_
2
f(mo))

(E.g)

If we proceed repeating this scheme we can derive higher order corrections in a
similar fashion. If we define d = d - f(mo), and m = m2 - mo, equation (E.g)
takes the following form after discretization:

(E.lO)
In equation (E.I0), the coefficient a(1)
JI(ko ) and a(2)
~ r~~)~. If we
generalize this result to the situation of N data parameters and M model pa
rameters, we obtain equation (5.4).

=

=

Appendix F

The coefficients a(~) and a(~k)
ZJ
ZJ
for the least-squares solution
The inverse problem is solved if the coefficients a~J> and a~;k are known. In
this Appendix we formulate a perturbation method to derive these coefficients
using a criterion based on a least-squares data fit. The least-squares solution of
equation (504) is the estimator mj that minimizes:
N

min

L lid; -

2

+ .. ·11

aWmj - ammjmk

(F.l)

;:=1

This minimum is reached if the following gradient vector
gq

_ () '"
L- (d ; -

=

~

The gradient vector
gq

=

2'"
L- (d ; -

mq

gq

aCl)
;j mj
A

-

gq

is equal to zero:

a(2)
2 ;jkmjmk···
A

A

)

0

(F.2)

;

of equation (F.2) has components which are equal to:

a(l)

A

;j mj -

e(2)
;jkmjmk
A

A

)

(e(l)
;q

e(2)
+ e(2)
;qkmk + ;jqmj
A

A

)

(F.3)

;

Expanding expression (F.3) to order m2 we find that the gradient vector
zero if the following relation is satisfied:

gq

is

(FA)
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In order to determine the coefficient a~J) and a~Jk, we insert the estimator (5.4)
in equation (F.4) and expand to second order in the data di: This leads to the
following perturbation series in di :

GmG~~») a);)a~~) - (G~~} + Gm) a);)} drs. + O(d3 )

(F.5)

This expression must hold for all data di , hence the coefficients of the O(d) and
O(d 2 ) contribution at both sides can be equalized: The O(d) contributions are:
(F.6)
From this we can solve the linear term of the inverse problem easily. For nota
tional convenience we rewrite equation (F.6) in a matrix notation:

(F.7)
We then see that immediately follows that the matrix a(l) whose entries are
lead to the standard linear least squares estimator [65, 66]:

aU)

(F.8)
We can find an expression for the tensor a);~ in a similar fashion. If all the
terms in equation (F.5) of order d 2 are collected we find for a);~:

G~~G~;~a~ta~~) - G~:)G~~ka~ta~~)}

(F.9)

Once the coefficients a~? and a~n the least-squares solution of (5.4) is known.
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Samenvatting in het N ederlands
De fysica kent twee belangrijke mechanismen waarmee men informatie over fy
sische systemen kan verkrijgen. Beide mechanismen veronderstellen dat men in
staat is een verzameling (model) parameters te definieren die dit fysische systeem
volledig beschrijven. In het "directe probleem" voorspelt men de uitkomst van
een fysisch experiment (de data) voor een gegeven representatie van de model
parameters. In het "inverse probleem" gaat men uit van de geobserveerde data,
waaruit men de model-parameters probeert te bepalen. Inverse methoden wor
den vooral gebruikt in de geofysica, kernfysica, medische fysica, etc., waar op
indirecte wijze informatie over het fysische systeem verkregen wordt.
In de afgelopen decennia hebben er grote ontwikkelingen plaats gevonden op
gebied van inverse problemen. Ret blijkt echter dat de mathematische ontwikke
ling van inverse problemen veel sneller verloopt dan de ontwikkeling van de
toepassingen ervan. Er zijn enkele redenen aan te geven voor deze niet-parallelle
ontwikkeling, maar de belangrijkste is dat de relatie tussen de gemeten obser
vaties en de relevante model-parameters doorgaans niet-lineair is. Niet-lineaire
inverse problemen hebben als eigenschap dat ze in het algemeen zeer gevoelig
zijn voor kleine fouten in de data. Wanneer de data met kleine hoeveelheden
ruis verontreinigd zijn (dit is in de praktijk altijd het geval), kunnen de verkre
gen model-parameters zeer grote afwijkingen vertonen. In de praktijk kan zo'n
niet-lineaire inversie methode dan niet worden toegepast.
Om het probleem van numerieke instabiliteit te overwinnen worden niet
lineaire inverse problemen vaak gelineariseerd. Gelineariseerde inverse proble
men hebben als eigenschap dat de fout in de model-parameters tengevolge van
fouten in de data-set evenredig is met het ruis-niveau. De prijs die voor deze
linearisatie wordt betaald, is dat de model-parameters via een niet correcte fy
sische theorie berekend worden. Als gevolg hiervan wordt een linearisatiefout
gelntroduceerd. Om de model-parameters nauwkeuriger te bepalen moeten niet
lineaire inverse problemen worden toegepast. In dit proefschrift is de invloed
van ruis op de data onderzocht in het geval van niet-lineaire inverse problemen.
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt de stabiliteit van de Marchenko vergelijking onderzocht
om een gevoel voor de stabiliteit van niet-lineaire inverse problemen te krijgen.
De Marchenko vergelijking beschrijft het inverse probleem van de Schrodinger
vergelijking. Met behulp van de Marchenko vergelijking kan een quantum
mechanische potentiaal-functie gereconstrueerd worden uit verstrooiings-data.
Bij het oplossen van de Marchenko vergelijking treden grote problemen op met
betrekking tot de stabiliteit. Ret blijkt dat zeer kleine fouten in de data kun
nen leiden tot zeer grote fouten in de gereconstrueerde potentiaal-functie. Dit
gedrag is in hoofdstuk 2 zowel analytisch als numeriek onderzocht. Ret blijkt
dat de Marchenko vergelijking vooral gevoelig is voor kleine fouten in de lage
energie componenten van de reflectie-data. De fysische reden van dit gedrag is
dat de lage energie componenten van het spectrum van een potentiaalbarriere

corresponderen met golven die onvoldoende diep in de potentiaal doordringen.
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Vervolgens is in hoofdstuk 3 een theorie geformuleerd die de stabiliteit van
meer algemene eindig-dimensionale inverse problemen beschrijft (zowel lineair
als niet-lineair). Het blijkt dat de stabiliteit van inverse problemen afhangt van
veel factoren. In de meeste publikaties wordt het directe probleem geformuleerd
als een afbeelding tussen een model-ruimte en een data-ruimte. De model-ruimte
en de data-ruimte hebben doorgaans een verschillende topologische structuur.
Dit betekent dat "afstanden" die in beide ruimten gemeten worden niet met
elkaar mogen worden vergeleken. am dit probleem op te lossen zijn de afstanden
die in de data-ruimte of in de model-ruimte gemeten zijn genormaliseerd met
de grootste van hun individuele norm. Wanneer men bovendien veronderstelt
dat de elementen van de model-ruimte en de data-ruimte beide afhangen van
een eindig aantal parameters, stelt dit ons in staat om de effecten in de model
ruimte en de data-ruimte te meten als gevolg van kleine verstoringen in deze
parameters. Ret resultaat leidt tot een definitie voor de stabiliteit van niet
lineaire inverse methoden. Omdat deze definitie in de praktijk niet eenvoudig
is toe te passen, is in hoofdstuk 3 tevens een gelineariseerde definitie voor de
stabiliteit van inverse problemen gegeven. In de praktijk blijkt dit een zeer
krachtig wapen om de stabiliteit van inverse problemen te onderzoeken. Uit
toepassingen op de Marchenko-vergelijking blijkt dat met behulp van dit gelin
eariseerde stabiliteit criterium de resultaten uit hoofdstuk 2 terug te vinden
zijn. Bovendien kan expliciet worden aangetoond dat het niet-lineaire gedrag
van de Marchenko vergelijking instabiliteiten kan veroorzaken. Tenslotte is een
eenvoudige toepassing gegeven op de stabiliteit van transfer-matrix methoden,
die onder andere hun toepassing vinden in de seismiek en neutronverstrooiing
aan super-mirrors.
In hoofdstuk 4 worden resultaten uit hoofdstuk 2 en hoofdstuk 3 toegepast
op bepaalde klassen niet-lineaire differentiaalvergelijkingen die met behulp van
Inverse Verstrooiing Transformaties (LV.T.) kunnen worden opgelost. Ais voor
beeld is de Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) vergelijking genomen, maar de LV.T. kan
worden toegepast op veel andere klassen van differentiaalvergelijkingen. De
klassieke, zeer goed onderzochte oplossingen van de KdV-vergelijking zijn de zo
genaamde soliton oplossingen, die gevonden worden met behulp van een LV.T.,
waarin alleen het discrete deel van het spectrum van de Schrodinger vergelijking
wordt gebruikt. In hoofdstuk 4 daarentegen, wordt het continue deel van het
spectrum van de Schrodinger vergelijking gebruikt. Dit leidt tot een klasse van
nieuwe oplossingen van de KdV-vergelijking die singulier kunnen zijn. Het blijkt
bovendien mogelijk te zijn deze nieuwe oplossingen van de KdV-vergelijking te
ontbinden in een oneindige som van basis-functies die elk niet-dispersief zijn. De
totale oplossing van de KdV-vergelijking vertoont echter weI dispersief gedrag.
Bovendien wordt in hoofdstuk 4 aangetoond dat deze nieuwe oplossingen van de
KdV-vergelijking gevoelig kunnen zijn voor kleine variaties in de begintoestand.
In hoofdstuk 5 is een statistische analyse van de voorplanting van fouten
gegeven voor zwak niet-lineaire inverse problemen. Wanneer een inverse prob
leem wordt gelineariseerd wordt een zekere fout in de model-parameter tengevolge
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van de linearisatie wordt ge'introduceerd. Daarentegen veroorzaakt een niet
lineair inverse probleem een systematische fout in de geschatte model-parameters.
In hoofdstuk 5 is de grootte van de linearisatiefout vergeleken met de systema
tische fout die wordt veroorzaakt door de niet-lineariteit. Ret blijkt dat in het
eenvoudige geval van een model-parameter en een data-parameter de verhoud
ing tussen de linearisatiefout en de systematische fout aIleen van de signaal-ruis
verhouding afhangt. Ret is opmerkelijk dat dit resultaat onafhankelijk is van
de eigenschappen van het directe en inverse probleem. Ret blijkt bovendien
dat het toevoegen van meer data aan het inverse probleem kan leiden tot een
nauwkeuriger schatting van de model-parameters.
In hoofdstuk 6 is de statistische analyse van de voortplanting van fouten in
inverse problemen toegepast op reistijd-tomografie. In tegenstelling tot hoofd
stuk 5 hebben we nu te maken met een inverse probleem waarin een groot
aantal data-parameters en een groot aantal model-parameters gebruikt worden.
Ret blijkt dat de verhouding tussen de linearisatiefout en de systematische fout
nog altijd in grote mate bepaald wordt door signaal-ruis verhouding. Ret blijkt
bovendien dat het mogelijk is systematische fout in de model-parameters kleiner
te maken door meer data te gebruiken.
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